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vSummary
Phytoplankton in the ocean represents about 0.2% of all photosynthetic biomass on
Earth, but is responsible for half of the global CO2 fixation. A large proportion of this
produced organic matter is funneled through the microbial loop towards higher trophic
levels by heterotrophic microorganisms. These have consequently a great impact on
the global carbon cycle, the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere and ultimately our
climate. Phytoplankton blooms are short-termed increases in phytoplankton biomass,
followed by secondary blooms of heterotrophic bacteria. Taxonomic and ecological stud-
ies at the long term ecological research station Helgoland Roads, North Sea, revealed
recurring patterns of bacteria on taxonomic and functional level. Members of the phy-
lum Bacteroidetes and in particular of the class Flavobacteriia are among the major
responders to phytoplankton blooms. Analyses with both cultivation and cultivation-
independent techniques, based on genome sequencing and gene annotations, can reveal
the role of individual groups in the degradation of phytoplankton derived organic matter.
The focus of this work was the development of a culture-independent pipeline for the tar-
geted access and the subsequent functional genome characterization of bacterial species
from the environment. This pipeline combines fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
with fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) and subsequent genome sequencing. A
taxon-specific FISH probe hybridizes to the target cells which are subsequently enriched
by cell sorting based on the fluorescence signal. Finally, the DNA of the sorted cells is
amplified and sequenced. The development of the pipeline involved an optimization of
the recently developed hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH method and the assess-
ment of various cell fixatives concerning their influence on HCR-FISH signal intensity
and the quality of genome sequencing and assembly.
The developed pipeline was successfully applied on a planktonic seawater sample target-
ing the so far uncharacterized clade Vis6. This member of the Cryomorphaceae within
the Flavobacteriia is recurring during spring phytoplankton blooms off the coast of Hel-
goland. The description of Vis6 as a novel candidate genus Candidatus Abditibacter with
three species was enabled by the combination of the sequences retrieved from targeted
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sorting pipeline with additional data of North Sea metagenomes and abundance data
based on the 16S rRNA identity of Vis6. The growth of Candidatus Abditibacter spp.
is likely based on the utilization of phytoplankton-derived polysaccharides and proteins.
In the future, the developed pipeline has the potential to be used on low abundance
species from highly complex samples, where previous attempts with metagenomics have
been unsuccessful so far.
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Zusammenfassung
Obwohl Phytoplankton in den Meeren nur etwa 0,2% der weltweiten photosynthetisch
aktiven Biomasse ausmacht, ist es für ca. die Hälfte der globalen CO2-Fixierung ver-
antwortlich. Ein Großteil der dabei produzierten organischen Substanz wird von het-
erotrophen Bakterien abgebaut und entlang der Nahrungskette weitergereicht. Fol-
glich haben heterotrophe Bakterien einen großen Einfluss auf den globalen Kohlenstof-
fkreislauf, die Konzentration von CO2 in der Atmosphäre und damit letztlich auch auf
unser Klima. Sogenannte Phytoplanktonblüten, die einen zeitlich begrenzten Anstieg an
Phytoplanktonbiomasse bezeichnen, treten insbesondere in Küstennähe auf. Auf diese
Blüten folgt zeitlich versetzt ein Bakterienwachstum unterschiedlicher Arten. Die Bak-
teriengemeinschaften vor der Insel Helgoland in der Nordsee wurden über mehrere Jahre
während solcher Phytoplanktonblüten untersucht. Diese Studien zeigten, dass sowohl
die gefundenen Gattungen als auch die funktionellen Gene in den verschiedenen Jahren
wiederkehrten. Eine besondere Rolle spielen dabei die Vertreter der Abteilung Bac-
teroidetes und insbesondere der darin untergeordneten Klasse Flavobacteriia, die auf
den Abbau von Polysacchariden und Proteinen spezialisiert sind. Die Spezialisierung
einzelner Arten auf bestimmte Substrate können mit Hilfe von Kultivierung, aber auch
mit davon unabhängigen Methoden untersucht werden. Letztere basieren häufig auf der
Genomsequenzierung und der Vorhersage funktioneller Gene auf Sequenzebene.
Der Fokus dieser Arbeit lag auf der Entwicklung einer zielgerichteten Methode für die
Beschreibung von Bakterien, die noch nicht kultiviert werden konnten. Diese Meth-
ode kombiniert Fluoreszenz in situ Hybridisierung (FISH) mit Fluoreszenz-aktivierter
durchflusszytometrischer Zellsortierung und anschließender Genomsequenzierung. Eine
Taxon-spezifische fluoreszenzmarkierte FISH Sonde hybridisiert dabei mit Zellen einer
anvisierten Zielgruppe. Diese Zellen können daraufhin anhand dieses Fluoreszenzsig-
nals aussortiert und die in den sortierten Zellen enthaltene DNA sequenziert werden.
Die Entwicklung dieser Methode beinhaltete die Optimierung einer neuen FISH Meth-
ode, HCR-FISH genannt, und zudem die Untersuchung, welchen Einfluss verschiedene
Zellfixative auf das FISH Signal und auf die Qualität der Genomsequenzierung haben.
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Die optimierte Methode wurde verwendet, um die Gruppe "Vis6" aus einer Seewasser-
probe aus der Nordsee anzureichern und zu sequenzieren. Die Vis6 Gruppe gehört
zu den Cryomorphaceae innerhalb der Flavobacteriia und wurde häufig im Zusammen-
hang mit Phytoplanktonblüten vor Helgoland gefunden. Die erhaltenen Daten wurden
mit anderen Sequenzierungsdaten und Informationen über die zeitliche und räumliche
Verteilung der Vis6 Gruppe kombiniert, um letztendlich die Vis6 Gruppe als neue Gat-
tung zu beschreiben - die Candidatus Abditibacter Gattung. Diese umfasst drei Arten,
deren Wachstum sehr wahrscheinlich von den Polysacchariden und Proteinen des Phy-
toplanktons abhängig ist. Die hier entwickelte Methode hat das Potential seltene Arten
auch aus komplexen Proben zu extrahieren und zu beschreiben, was mit bisherigen
Analysen eine Herausforderung darstellte.
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Introduction
1.1 The role of marine heterotrophic bacteria in the car-
bon cycle
Half of the global net primary production is performed by phytoplankton in the ocean
which represents only 0.2% of all photosynthetic biomass on Earth (Field et al., 1998).
This phytoplankton consists of photosynthetic bacteria, like cyanobacteria, and uni-
cellular algae, like diatoms and haptophytes. Due to zooplankton grazing, viral lysis
and decay, particulate organic matter (POM) and dissolved organic matter (DOM) are
released from the phytoplankton biomass into the surrounding seawater (Muhlenbruch
et al., 2018, Wilhelm & Suttle, 1999) (Figure 1.1). DOM is hereby defined as the organic
matter fraction smaller than 0.2 µm (Jiao et al., 2010) and it is the major carbon source
for heterotrophic bacteria in the ocean (Azam et al., 1983, Carlson et al., 2007). During
growth, heterotrophic bacteria release CO2 and inorganic nutrients like ammonia and
phosphate, which promote algal growth (Azam et al., 1983). About half of the car-
bon fixed by phytoplankton is funneled through the microbial loop, which describes the
transfer of DOM to higher trophic levels via heterotrophic bacteria and their grazing by
protists and zooplankton (Azam et al., 1983, Stubbins & Dittmar, 2014).
The oceanic DOM reservoir exceeds the amount of terrestrial biomass (Carlson &
Hansell, 2015) and holds a similar amount of carbon as the atmosphere (Hedges, 1992).
Changes in the carbon pool of the ocean will have a direct effect on the atmospheric
CO2 concentration and thus on the global climate. Sediments are the largest carbon
pool in the ocean and two processes lead to permanent storage of carbon therein. The
biological pump (Eppley & Peterson, 1979) transfers POM from the surface to the deep
ocean by aggregation and sinking of particles. The microbial carbon pump describes
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Figure 1.1: Bacterial transformation of phytoplankton-derived organic matter. (1) Photosyn-
thetic phytoplankton fixes CO2 and converts it to organic matter. (2) The release of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) and particulate organic matter (POM) from phytoplankton. Included
are the dissolved and particulate forms of carbon (DOC, POC), nitrogen (DOP, POC) and phos-
phorous (DOP, POP). (3) Phytoplankton is directly consumed by zooplankton which respires
part of the organic matter to CO2. (4) Heterotrophic bacteria grow on phytoplankton derived
organic matter, thereby releasing inorganic nutrients. Part of the carbon fixed by phytoplankton
is respired by these bacteria, part is funneled through the microbial loop to zooplankton up the
trophic levels and part is transferred as recalcitrant DOC by the microbial carbon pump (5)
to the sediments for long term storage. (6) POM is sinking down the water column and that
way exported to the depths as well. (7) Viruses contribute by cell lysis of bacteria and phy-
toplankton to the release of DOM and POM. (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature
Customer Service Center GmbH: Buchan A, LeCleir GR, Gulvik CA and Gonzalez JM. Mas-
ter recyclers: features and functions of bacteria associated with phytoplankton blooms. Nature
Reviews Microbiology, 2014,12(10),686-698, ©2014)
the shaping of DOM composition by selective uptake of heterotrophic bacteria, leading
to about 30% recalcitrant DOM which is subsequently transferred to the deeper ocean
(Jiao et al., 2010). As the ratio of fixation and mineralization of carbon is mainly deter-
mined by heterotrophic bacteria, understanding the role of key players in the turnover
of DOM is crucial for understanding the carbon fluxes in the ocean.
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1.2 Phytoplankton blooms
The interactions of phytoplankton and heterotrophic bacteria can be investigated during
phytoplankton blooms. These are rapid increases in phytoplankton, lasting from weeks
to months, followed by their collapse and the release of large amounts of DOM and
POM (Buchan et al., 2014). Phytoplankton blooms occur in particular in upwelling
and temperate regions and are triggered by elevated temperatures, increase in sunlight
and available nutrients, and, in spring time, by reduced amounts of grazing and reduced
turbulence (Smetacek & Cloern, 2008, Taylor & Ferrari, 2011). Phytoplankton stores
excess carbon as polysaccharides such as chrysolaminarin in diatoms (Beattie et al.,
1961) or glycogen in cyanobacteria (Ball & Morell, 2003). During the initial phase of
phytoplankton blooms, low molecular weight (LMW) substrates are released into the
water column. These include amino acids, carbohydrates and sugar alcohols (Bjornsen,
1988, Buchan et al., 2014). In the later phase, when decay sets in, high molecular
weight (HMW) substrates are released, like polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids or
even larger particles (Azam & Malfatti, 2007, Proctor & Fuhrman, 1991). Both LMW
and HMW organic matter are substrates for heterotrophic bacteria. Specific bacterial
clades are recurrently found in relation to phytoplankton blooms and form secondary
blooms, feeding on the released organic matter (e.g. Landa et al. (2015), Teeling et al.
(2012, 2016), Yang et al. (2015)).
Coastal zones are responsible for 10-15% of global ocean net primary production (Muller-
Karger et al., 2005). Studying phytoplankton blooms at coastal sites is thus of particu-
lar interest. One of the long-term sampling stations, where dynamics of phytoplankton
blooms are analyzed, is located off the coast of the island Helgoland, in the German
Bight of the North Sea. Phytoplankton and bacterial succession patterns have been
investigated for several consecutive years. Teeling et al. (2012, 2016) described a bac-
terial succession of different bacterial clades in response to the availability of changing
substrates from phytoplankton decay in the years 2009-2012. These findings were sup-
ported by metatranscriptomic analyses by Klindworth et al. (2014) and suggest that
bacterial succession is bottom-up controlled by the availability of substrates provided
by the phytoplankton.
1.3 Bacterial responders
The main responders to phytoplankton blooms are belonging to the Alphaproteobacteria
(mainly of the Roseobacter clade), Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes (Buchan et
al. 2014). Alphaproteobacteria preferentially take up the LMW substrates whereas
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Gammaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes prefer the HMW substrates (Cottrell and
Kirchman 2000) of which polysaccharides are the highest fraction (Benner et al. 1992).
In particular the phylum Bacteroidetes was found to be responsive to such bloom events
(Pinhassi et al., 2004, Teeling et al., 2012). Bacteroidetes responded to changing phy-
toplankton species, in particular to diatoms and phytoflagellates, whereas Roseobacter
responded rather to changing nutrient conditions in general (Pinhassi et al., 2004).
Most of the Bacteroidetes connected to phytoplankton blooms belong to the class
Flavobacteriia (also referred to as flavobacteria) which consists of four families:
Flavobacteriaceae, Blattabacteriaceae, Cryomorphaceae and Schleiferiaceae. Whilst both
Flavobacteriia and Gammaproteobacteria use HMW substrates, Flavobacteriia seem
more specialized on polysaccharides than Gammaproteobacteria, based on their func-
tional repertoires (Teeling et al., 2012). In particular Flavobacteriaceae and Cryomor-
phaceae seem to prefer different algal substrates and were found to respond to either
diatoms or phytoflagellates (Pinhassi et al., 2004).
1.4 Functional repertoires
A variety of substrates is released by different phytoplankton species and bacteria have
adapted to different substrate utilization niches. This is reflected in their functional
repertoires that are encoded in the bacterial genomes. Especially transporters for the
import of the available substrates into the bacterial cell play an important role in the
competition of these heterotrophic bacteria on substrates. In bacteria, ABC and TRAP
transporters are responsible for the uptake of LMW substrates. TonB dependent outer
membrane transporters (TBDT), specialized for the uptake of poly- and oligosaccharides,
are often increased in their expression during blooms (Williams et al., 2013) and most
likely linked to the specialization of Bacteroidetes for polysaccharide utilization (Teeling
et al., 2012). TBDT are found in most gram negative bacteria and are responsible
for the transport of ferric chelates, vitamin B12, nickel complexes and carbohydrates
(Noinaj et al., 2010). In Flavobacteriia, the genes for this TBDT mechanism are often
co-localized in so-called polysaccharide utilization loci (PULs) (Bjursell et al., 2006),
consisting of a SusC- and SusD- like gene tandem which is often in close proximity with
genes encording glycoside hydrolases, proteases, sulfatases or phosphatases (reviewed in
Grondin et al. (2017)). This PUL structure and in particular the SusD gene are unique to
Bacteroidetes (Grondin et al., 2017). PULs encode genes for cell surface glycan-binding
proteins, TBDT, carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) and carbohydrate sensors.
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The second HMW substrate important for marine Bacteroidetes are proteins. This
is reflected by a large number of peptidases found in marine Bacteroidetes (Fernández-
Gómez et al., 2013)). In particular marine Flavobacteriia have many peptidases encoded
in their genomes, as compared to other marine bacteria (Bauer et al., 2006, Fernández-
Gómez et al., 2013, Unfried et al., 2018). The degradation of peptidases can probably
cover the nitrogen demand, allowing a reduced number of ammonia transporters (Bauer
et al., 2006).
1.5 Microbial taxonomy
To investigate microbial communities in terms of diversity, abundances and correlations
to different parameters like phytoplankton blooms, a taxonomic classification of species
is inevitable. The small subunit ribosomal RNA - the 16S rRNA of Bacteria and Archaea
as well as the 18S rRNA of Eukarya - is a commonly used marker gene for taxonomy.
Its comparative sequence analysis has led to a classification system of prokaryotic mi-
croorganisms that allows the analysis of phylogenetic relationships of cultivated and
uncultivated species. The genus boundary of the 16S rRNA is usually defined at 94.5%
sequence identity and the species threshold at 98.7% (Yarza et al., 2014). However, due
to its high conservation the resolution power of 16S rRNA is limited. While sequences
with less than 98.7% identity are originating from different species, sequence identities
above 98.7% are not necessarily from one species, but need further confirmation on the
genome level (Rosselló-Móra & Amann, 2015), for example by determining the aver-
age nucleotide identity (ANI), where the species threshold is commonly at 95% ANI
(Konstantinidis & Tiedje, 2005).
A more recent taxonomic approach to classify prokaryotic species is directly based on
whole genome sequences and the comparison of a set of marker genes that is present
in most bacterial genomes (Parks et al., 2018, 2015). The recently published genome
taxonomy database (GTDB) has normalized taxonomic ranks based on evolutionary
divergence (Parks et al., 2018). Classification on whole genome level can be done with
the MiGa database (Rodriguez-R et al., 2018), checkM (Parks et al., 2015) or GTDBtk
(Parks et al., 2018). A classification based on whole genome sequences has the advantage
that genomes retrieved from culture-independent approaches, such as metagenomics, can
be classified even if they cannot be linked to a 16S rRNA as phylogenetic marker. These
genomes can thus be identified as originating from new species and may subsequently be
described as Candidatus species (Konstantinidis & Rossello-Mora, 2015, Konstantinidis
et al., 2017). The use of a genome-based taxonomy is likely to increase in the future
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and will help to alleviate some of the restrictions imposed on microbial ecology by the
cultivation bias.
1.6 Fluorescence in situ hybridization
The need to identify single prokaryotic cells in situ has resulted in the development of flu-
orescence in situ hybridization (FISH). FISH with fluorescently labeled rRNA-targeted
oligonucleotide probes (Amann et al., 1990) allows the detection and quantification of
specific species in environmental samples. An oligonucleotide probe of about 18 base
pairs (bp), which is complementary to the 16S or 18S rRNA, is hybridized to the tar-
get cells under stringent conditions and visualized by epifluorescence microscopy. For
the relative abundance of microorganisms, cells targeted by FISH probes are counted
and their relative abundance in relation to total cell counts (based on a DNA stain like
4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; DAPI) is calculated. FISH methods have profited from
the decades of 16S rRNA sequencing, which resulted in databases like SILVA (www.arb-
silva.de) that allow the design of specific FISH probes.
Since the first description of FISH, the FISH method has been improved to boost the sen-
sitivity. The amount of fluorescent dyes per probe has been increased from mono-labeled
to double labeled (Stoecker et al., 2010) and four times labeled, resulting in 2.9-fold signal
increase (Schimak et al., 2016). One FISH method with highly improved signal inten-
sities is catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH (Pernthaler et al., 2002). Hereby,
the rRNA targeting oligonucleotide probe is labeled with a horseradish peroxidase. Af-
ter hybridizing this probe to the target organisms, fluorescently labeled tyramides are
deposited in the cell in an enzymatic signal amplification step catalyzed by the peroxi-
dase. CARD-FISH is about 16-41x more sensitive than FISH with directly mono-labeled
probes (Hoshino et al., 2008).
Another FISH method, that will be a major topic of this thesis, is hybridization chain
reaction (HCR)-FISH (Figure 1.2). It is based on the chain reaction of fluorescently
labeled oligonucleotides described by Choi et al. (2010) and was first applied to bacteria
with 16S rRNA targeted DNA probes by Yamaguchi et al. (2015b). The HCR-FISH
protocol consists of two steps: hybridization and amplification. A 16S or 18S rRNA
specific oligonucleotide probe with an attached initiator sequence, which is a nucleotide
sequence of 26 bp plus a 5 bp polyA sequence functioning as linker, is hybridized to the
rRNA. Excess probes are washed off under stringent conditions. In the amplification
step, two fluorescently labeled stable hairpin oligonucleotides (H1 and H2) are incubated
with the cells. H1 can bind to the initiator sequence and unfolds upon attachment. H2
can bind to the overlapping part of H1 and also unfolds. That way a chain reaction of
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H1 and H2 binding to each other is established and a linear amplification of fluorescence
signal is achieved.
Figure 1.2: Principle of the two-step process of HCR-FISH. In the first step, an oligonucleotide
probe, which is complementary to the target rRNA, is hybridized to the rRNA. The probe is
linked by a 5bp polyA sequence to an initiator sequence. In the second step, fluorescently labeled
hairpin oligonucleotides (H1, H2) are added. Half of H1 is complementary to the initiator and
can attach to it. Upon attachment the hairpin structure unfolds and provides a sequence for H2
to bind and unfold. H1 can bind again to H2 and the chain reaction can continue.
1.7 The uncultivated majority
Cultivation of microorganisms is a good way to analyze the functional capacities of
specific microorganisms as it allows testing for metabolic and phenotypic traits in the
laboratory. However, cultivation tends to select for fast growing microorganisms and
the majority of microorganisms remains uncultured (Amann et al 1995; Hugenholtz
2002). Sequencing of the 16S rRNA phylogenetic marker gene revealed the presence of
a yet uncharacterized high microbial diversity (Sogin et al., 2006) with >85% of known
16S rRNA sequences belonging to uncultivated species (Rinke et al. 2013). Culture
independent methods are used to investigate this uncultivated majority. To these belong
genomics, the sequencing of genes, transcriptomics, the analysis of the actively expressed
genes, and proteomics, the analysis of expressed functions in form of proteins. Most
common are sequencing methods that analyze the genomic content of microorganisms
which can shed light onto the functional potential of the uncultivated majority by gene
annotation.
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1.8 Metagenomics and single cell genomics
Metagenomics aims at analyzing the sum of genomic information extracted from an
environmental sample with all its diversity by the direct sequencing of DNA. The de-
velopment of short read high-throughput sequencing (HTS) in the early 2000s initiated
a still continuing decline of sequencing costs and provided the possibility to analyze
environmental samples culture independently and less time-consuming than with the
previously used cloning strategies. The composition of a microbial community can be
analyzed with as little as 1 pg of DNA (Bowers et al., 2015, Rinke et al., 2016). Metage-
nomics provides both taxonomic and functional information by gene annotation. Initially
this information is read-based and not linked into units, but rather provides information
about a whole bacterial community.
With increased sequencing depth, discrete units, representing species, can be retrieved by
sequence-based binning of metagenomes. To reconstruct genomes from the short read
sequencing output, reads are first assembled based on overlapping regions into larger
fragments called contigs by programs such as SPAdes (Nurk et al., 2017). Binning
programs (e.g. MetaBAT (Kang et al., 2019, 2015) or Anvi’o (Eren et al., 2015)) group
these contigs into discrete “bins”, based on sequence composition (k-mers), sequence
abundance (contig coverage) or both (Sedlar et al., 2017). This frequently results in
high quality bins (with respect to high completeness and low contamination), termed
metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs; Hugerth et al. (2015)). These MAGs may
contain 16S rRNA sequences that can be used as phylogenetic marker, but 16S rRNA
sequences are often not binned or incorrectly binned due to the high conservation of 16S
rRNA sequences and resulting skewed coverage.
Single cell genomics (SCG) complements this missing link between a predicted func-
tion and phylogenetic identity (Woyke et al., 2017). Single cells are separated either
randomly or targeted. Random isolation can be achieved by dilution, flow cytometry
or microdroplet emulsion (Blainey, 2013). Targeted isolation can be based on param-
eters like cell size, granularity or introduced fluorescent stains which can be linked to
function or activity (Doud & Woyke, 2017) or to identity (Podar et al., 2007). Sin-
gularization is done by micropipetting, microfluidic sorting, flow cytometry or optical
tweezers (Blainey, 2013, Doud & Woyke, 2017). The highest throughput is reached by
flow cytometry which is therefore most commonly used for single cell isolation.
The amount of DNA in a single cell is not sufficient for sequencing and needs to be
amplified. Multiple displacement amplification (MDA; Dean et al. (2002)), first applied
on flow cytometry sorted single cells by Raghunathan et al. (2005), has been established
as the most commonly used whole genome amplification (WGA) method for single cells
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(Stepanauskas, 2012). Of all WGA methods, MDA has the lowest amplification bias
(Pinard et al., 2006) which occurs randomly (Zhang et al., 2015), but can lead to uneven
sequencing coverage (Lasken, 2007) and shifts in GC content (Yilmaz et al., 2010).
Contamination is another problem of MDA due to the massive amplification of little
starting material. To reduce this impact, protocols have been developed that reduce
contamination by UV treatment (Woyke et al., 2011), reduction of the reaction volumes
(de Bourcy et al., 2014, Marcy et al., 2007) or increase of the DNA input (Bergen et al.,
2015, Podar et al., 2007).
The resulting single amplified genomes (SAGs) of SCG have the advantage of linking
the phylogenetic marker 16S rRNA to functional annotation, but SAGs are often partial
with low completeness (Clingenpeel et al., 2015, Rinke et al., 2013). MAGs on the other
hand have on average a higher completeness, but also a higher probability of missing the
16S rRNA as phylogenetic marker. Additionally, MAGs are composite genomes, which
means that assemblers and binning programs merge reads from different strains to one
MAG, thereby collapsing strain heterogeneity. The sequencing of one cell is thereby
closer to sequencing the clonal population of isolates. Metagenomics tends to miss rare
populations (Ainsworth et al., 2015, Tringe et al., 2005) and untargeted SCG, where cells
are randomly sorted, will also statistically hit the abundant populations more often.
However, the “rare biosphere” (Sogin et al., 2006) of species with <1% relative abun-
dances should not be ignored as they can play an important role in their ecosystem
(Jousset et al., 2017). These organisms can serve as a genetic reservoir that becomes
important when environmental conditions are changing (Wang et al., 2017) or may only
be rare under most conditions and become dominant under some (Shade et al., 2014).
Furthermore, rarity does not necessarily correlate with being inactive (Hausmann et al.,
2016). Access to this rare biosphere can be achieved by a targeted isolation of specific
microorganisms from environmental samples, e.g. by using fluorescence activated cell
sorting.
1.9 Fluorescence activated cell sorting
Cell sorting by flow cytometry is the most commonly used method used for singulariza-
tion of cells for SCG, which can be used in a targeted or untargeted approach, depending
on the parameters that are used for sorting. In flow cytometry, cells or particles are sep-
arated from a fluid stream that passes a laser beam. The light scatter features of cells
reveal information about cell morphology. The forward scatter is roughly correlated to
cell size and the side scatter roughly correlated to cell granularity. Fluorescent dyes
can be used to specifically stain and detect other parameters such as for example cell
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activity (Martinez-Garcia et al., 2012), membrane integrity (viability staining) or cell
identity (FISH).
Flow cytometry can be combined with cell sorters that can sort specific cells based on
the detected features. There are different kinds of cell sorters, but I will focus here on
stream-in-air flow cytometers that allow droplet sorting. Samples in solution are injected
in a stream of sheath fluid (usually a sodium chloride solution) which focuses the sample
stream to singularize the cells (hydrodynamic focusing). The fluid stream, including the
sample stream, passes a laser beam and fluorescence detectors record forward scatter,
side scatter and different fluorescence properties, depending on the lasers and detectors
that are used. Droplets are formed by acoustical coupling within the nozzle assembly.
This ensures that the fluid stream generates droplets at a specific distance from the
nozzle. The delay time from detection to droplet break-off can be calibrated by sorting
calibration beads on microscope slides with different delay times or by implemented
functions such as the BD FACSTM Accudrop system. The droplet can be charged prior
to break-off and will be deflected by oppositely charged plates. The targeted droplets,
including the cells that have been detected and selected for, based on their fluorescence
scatter signals, are thus enriched in a tube whereas the untargeted droplets and cells
therein go to the waste. Figure 1.3 depicts the principle of cell sorting with an example
of one way sorting. The charge can be adjusted, allowing up to six sorting streams -
three in each the positive and negative deflection plate. However, the closer the sorting
streams are to each other, the higher is the risk for sorting contamination.
The flow cytometer used in the presented studies was equipped with a blue (488 nm)
and a UV (355 nm) laser, enabling for example the detection of FISH probes, labeled
with dyes such as Atto488 (green emission), and DAPI signals with blue emission from
UV excitation. The flow cytometer can also be equipped with more lasers, which allows
for sorting based on multiple dyes and their respective fluorescence emissions. Com-
pared to microscopy by the human eye, the flow cytometer needs significantly brighter
signals for detection, also due to the much shorter observation time (µs instead of ms)
(Shapiro, 2003). Additionally, flow cytometry cannot always distinguish between cells
and unspecific staining or autofluorescence based on morphology, unlike microscopy,
which consequently leads to false-positive signals (Muratori et al., 2008). In particular
in the environment, the differentiation between signals and background noise is difficult
if the signals are dim (Wallner et al., 1993). A bright FISH signal is thus crucial for flow
cytometric detection of microorganisms from environmental samples.
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Figure 1.3: Principle of flow cytometric cell sorting. Samples in solution are injected in a stream
of sheath fluid which focuses the sample stream to single cells. The fluid stream passes a laser
beam and detectors record different signals from light scatter and fluorescence scatter. Upon
detection of an event matching the sorting criteria, the respective droplets are charged and
deflected into a sample container.
1.10 Combination of FISH and FACS
The methods FISH and flow cytometry were already combined in 1990 for the quantifi-
cation of bacterial clades (Amann et al., 1990), using the EUB338 16S rRNA probe that
targets the majority of bacteria. This was optimized and extended with the NON338
control probe by Wallner et al. (1993) for exclusion of non-target signals and finally
combined with cell sorting of the targeted population (Wallner et al., 1997). Flow
cytometers have subsequently been used in combination with FISH for detection and
counting of cells (Biegala et al., 2003, Gerdts & Luedke, 2006), and also for sorting
the targeted cells and sequencing specific genes like 16S rRNA genes for identification
(Kalyuzhnaya et al., 2006, Miyauchi et al., 2007, Yilmaz et al., 2010), but rarely for
downstream whole genome analysis (Podar et al., 2007). For the combination of both
methods, a 16S rRNA specific FISH probe is hybridized with an environmental sample,
resulting in fluorescence staining of only that targeted population. Based on this sig-
nal cells are sorted. To distinguish cells from debris and particles and thus increasing
the purity, DNA-specific counterstains are often used. These cell enrichments have of
course a much lower diversity, ideally a single species, as compared to shotgun bulk
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metagenomes, which improves the assembly and recovery of genomes by binning pro-
grams. On the other hand, the amount of DNA is increased compared to single cells,
which reduces the amount of MDA amplification cycles and the bias from these. Using
the combination of FISH and FACS could improve the completeness of MAGs compared
to SCG.
1.11 Aims of the study
The aim of the work presented here was the culture-independent description of uncul-
tivated key species from marine environments. A combination of FISH and FACS was
used that allowed the enrichment of specific bacterial clades. The resulting workflow was
applied to seawater samples from Helgoland, targeting a flavobacterial clade frequently
found during spring phytoplankton blooms. This targeted group was subsequently de-
scribed. The individual chapter aims were as follows:
i) The development of an optimized pipeline using the combination of FISH and FACS
with subsequent whole genome amplification and sequencing (FISH&FACS approach).
This included an optimization of the HCR-FISH protocol and a benchmarking of the
effect of different cell fixatives on the HCR-FISH signal intensity and sequencing quality
of bacterial isolates. Finally, the optimized pipeline was applied on an environmental
seawater sample.
ii) The application of the optimized FISH&FACS pipeline for the description of the
Vis6 clade, found recurrently during and after spring phytoplankton blooms off the
coast of Helgoland, as a novel candidate genus. The description of three species was
complemented by metagenomic data from several years and abundance data based on
comparative 16S rRNA analyses and FISH.
iii) The adaption of the FISH&FACS workflow to the targeting of functions instead
of identity. Functional genes can be targeted by geneFISH and sorted based on the
resulting fluorescence signal. The flow cytometric detection of geneFISH targeted cells
was tested with a bacterial isolate.
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2.1 Abstract
Metagenomics and single cell genomics provide a window into the genetic repertoire
of yet uncultivated microorganisms, but both methods are usually untargeted. The
combination of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) and fluorescence activated cell
sorting (FACS) has the potential to provide targeted access to these clades for genome
analyses. Cells hybridized with a taxon specific FISH probe are enriched based on
their fluorescence signal via flow cytometric cell sorting. In this study, we established
a pipeline for this targeted enrichment using hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH,
which provides high signal intensity without impairing the integrity of the DNA and
assures suitability for downstream sequencing. Pure cultures of different taxonomic
groups were used to (1) optimize the HCR-FISH protocol, and (2) assess the effects of
various cell fixation methods on both the signal intensity for cell sorting and the quality
of subsequent genome sequencing. We obtained best results with ethanol fixation in
terms of both HCR-FISH signal intensity and genome assembly quality. We successfully
applied our optimized protocol to a marine plankton sample from the North Sea, yielding
metagenome assembled genomes from a yet uncultured flavobacterial clade.
2.2 Importance
The link between metabolic functions and taxonomic identity is not always given by
metagenomic sequencing, but important for understanding ecosystem processes. Single
cell genomics can provide this link, but the assembled genomes are usually incomplete.
A targeted approach, such as our developed pipeline, offers the opportunity to enrich
an organism of interest from the environment and sequence a mini-metagenome of re-
duced taxonomic diversity. The resulting metagenome assembled genomes show higher
completeness than those from single cell genomics and offer the analysis of replicates.
The pipeline could be especially useful in high diversity ecosystems where assembly of
low abundance organisms is challenging using standard metagenomics.
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2.3 Introduction
Sequencing metagenomes has become standard in microbial ecology studies owing to
cheap sequencing prices and robust bioinformatic analysis pipelines. As little as 1 pg
of DNA is sufficient for ecological insights into a given microbial community (Bowers
et al., 2015, Rinke et al., 2016). Current bioinformatic analyses focus on the assem-
bly of large contigs from metagenomic reads and the annotation of genes in order to
reveal the metabolic potential of the sequenced community. The sequencing depth of
metagenomes exceeding hundreds of millions of reads allows for the assembly of nearly
complete genomes (metagenome-assembled genomes, MAGs, Hugerth et al. (2015)) and
hence facilitates the prediction of physiological traits of individual species within micro-
bial communities. However, linking metabolic traits to specific organisms can still not yet
be realized for many environmental taxa of interest due to missing phylogenetic markers
like 16S rRNA gene sequences in the MAGs (Morales & Holben, 2011, Stepanauskas,
2012). Single cell genomics (SCG) combines the taxonomic classification from the 16S
rRNA gene of a single cell with the genomic information including functional annotation
(Woyke et al., 2017). It is based on cell separation, e.g. by fluorescence activated cell
sorting (FACS) of DNA -stained cells, followed by whole genome amplification like mul-
tiple displacement amplification (MDA) and sequencing. The resulting single amplified
genomes (SAGs) are generally incomplete (Clingenpeel et al., 2015, Rinke et al., 2013).
Both metagenomics and SCG are usually untargeted and this random selection might
challenge access to rare organisms (Ainsworth et al., 2015, Hugenholtz & Tyson, 2008).
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) using fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide
probes help to follow a more targeted approach by staining specifically the microorganism
of interest before enriching them by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) in a flow
cytometer. As the specificity of the 16S rRNA-targeted probes can be designed for
different taxonomic levels from kingdom down to sub-genus level, flow cytometric sorting
of stained cells yields taxonomically well-defined cell enrichments in high purity.
Sorting of FISH-stained cells has previously been done in several studies using either
fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotide probes (Kalyuzhnaya et al., 2006, Miyauchi et al.,
2007, Wallner et al., 1997) or probes labeled with horseradish-peroxidase that catalyzes
the deposition of fluorescently labeled tyramides (CARD-FISH) (Sekar et al., 2004).
These studies have sequenced PCR products of specific genes like the 16S rRNA from
sorted cells. Even whole genome sequencing has been attempted from FISHed and sorted
cells, but the obtained genomes suffered from low completeness (Podar et al., 2007, Yil-
maz et al., 2010). In principle, sorted cells are subjected to whole genome amplification
by multiple displacement amplification (MDA), shotgun sequencing and bioinformatic
analysis. The use of several up to a hundred instead of single cells for downstream
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analysis reduces the number of cycles in DNA amplification and hence minimizes pos-
sible amplification biases (Podar et al. 2007). The resulting mini-metagenome contains
a much reduced taxonomic diversity, which facilitates the assembly of MAGs for the
respective target organisms (Tringe et al., 2005).
The prerequisites for a targeted FISH&FACS mini-metagenomic approach are first of all
high fluorescence signals for flow cytometric cell sorting. FISH with direct fluorescently-
labeled probes often show too low signal-to-noise ratios for small cells from oligotrophic
environments to be detected by flow cytometers (Wallner et al., 1993). CARD-FISH
(Pernthaler et al., 2002) provides signals that are 26 to 41-fold brighter than FISH
with mono-labeled probes (Hoshino et al., 2008), but involves a radical reaction with
hydrogen peroxide which damages the cellular DNA (Keller & Pollard, 1977). A radical-
free alternative to CARD-FISH is the two-step hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH
which was first applied to bacteria by Yamaguchi et al. (2015a). First, the specific
oligonucleotide probe, carrying an initiator sequence, is hybridized to the cells. Two
fluorescently labeled hairpin oligos (H1 and H2) bind subsequently in a chain reaction to
the initiator sequence. The detection rates with HCR-FISH were comparable to CARD-
FISH for coastal picoplankton and sediment in epifluorescence microscopy (Yamaguchi
et al., 2015b).
Samples in microbial ecology are usually fixed with aldehydes. Formaldehyde fixation
is necessary for FISH to permeabilize the cells for the labeled oligonucleotide probes
and at the same time preserve the cell morphology. It cross-links cellular compounds by
formation of covalent methylene bridges between amines which impairs DNA quality and
thus downstream genome amplification (Clingenpeel et al., 2014). Clingenpeel and co-
authors suggest fixing either with ethanol or to deep-freeze unfixed samples. The latter
unavoidably leads to a loss of cells which is, however, compensated by high-quality WGA
products and long sequence reads (Yilmaz et al., 2010).
In this study, we developed a combined HCR-FISH&FACS pipeline for the targeted
retrieval of yet uncultivated species from the environment. First, the impact of various
cell fixation methods on the quality of whole genome amplification and assembly was
tested on isolates. Then, the signals from HCR-FISH were improved by trying different
buffers and by introducing a denaturation step. The optimized protocol was checked
on a set of isolates with various GC-contents for verification. Finally, the pipeline was
successfully applied on an environmental seawater sample for the targeted retrieval of
Vis6, a yet uncultured and uncharacterized flavobacterial clade responding to decaying
diatom blooms (Teeling et al., 2016).
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Quantification of the HCR-FISH signal intensity depending on
cell fixation
We tested nine different fixation methods on four different bacterial strains to determine
the impact of fixation on the fluorescence labeling of the cells, and quantified the fluo-
rescence intensities after HCR-FISH by flow cytometry (Figure 2.1). An overview of the
different experiments leading to the final optimized protocol is shown in Figure S2.1.
Generally, most of the different fixatives tested produced HCR-FISH signals well above
background levels (at 10 RU, Figure S2.2) for Escherichia coli, for Micrococcus sp. and
for Gramella forsetii cells except for both glyoxal fixations. In contrast, Maribacter
forsetii showed only for both formaldehyde fixations and the ethanol fixation detectable
HCR-FISH signals (Figure S2.3).
Figure 2.1: Green fluorescence (HCR-FISH signal, 530/40 nm band-pass filter) of four isolates in
dependency of cell fixation. The median of the signal population from flow cytometric analysis
is shown. The dashed line indicates the level of background noise. NA = not analyzed
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Based on the flow cytometric intensity measurements, we chose three fixation meth-
ods for testing the downstream MDA amplification and sequencing quality after sorting
FISH-positive cells (Figure S2.1). All formaldehyde fixations with 4% and 1% final
concentration yielded high signal intensities with HCR-FISH and showed a distinct pop-
ulation in flow cytometry (Figure S2.3). Similarly, the brightest DNA staining with 4’,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was achieved in formaldehyde-fixed cells (Figure S2.4).
However as 4% formaldehyde fixation has previously been described to render the ge-
nomic DNA unusable for genome amplification and sequencing (Clingenpeel et al., 2014),
only 1% formaldehyde fixation was chosen for further testing. Cell fixations with final
concentrations of 0.25% and 0.1% formaldehyde were not further analyzed since hy-
bridized cells showed low signal intensities and deteriorated morphologies (Figure S2.3).
The second method evaluated was ethanol fixation, which resulted in high signal inten-
sities for all strains after HCR-FISH (Figure 2.1). For Gramella forsetii and Maribacter
forsetii the signal intensities of ethanol-fixed cells were even higher than for cells fixed
with 1% formaldehyde. The third fixation method tested was based on Lugol’s solu-
tion. This method showed different results for each strain. While a distinct population
for Gramella forsetii and Micrococcus sp. was discernible by flow cytometry, only low
signal intensities were seen for Maribacter forsetii. Escherichia coli had an additional
unstained population below the background level next to well-stained cells (Figure S2.3).
Lugol’s fixation in combination with a thiosulfate destaining resulted in heavily com-
promised Escherichia coli cells, which could not be further analyzed by flow cytometry.
Glyoxal fixation was not analyzed further as it resulted generally in low signal intensi-
ties for all tested strains. Additionally, due to its cross-linking behavior comparable to
formaldehyde (Richter et al., 2018), we expect detrimental effects on the DNA and thus
low genome quality. Unfixed, hybridized cells served as controls. Their signal intensities
were often lower than the other fixation methods and in case of Gramella forsetii showed
signs of cell deterioration (Figure S2.3).
2.4.2 Impact of cell fixation on genome assembly
The next step in development of our HCR-FISH&FACS pipeline was the assessment
of the MDA products and sequencing results of each strain after fixation, HCR-FISH
and flow cytometric cell sorting. The genome quality of hybridized cells fixed with 1%
formaldehyde, ethanol and Lugol’s solution was analyzed and compared to two controls
using unfixed cells after HCR-FISH and unfixed, unhybridized cells. Formaldehyde fixed
cells never yielded sufficient MDA product in all experiments made (Figure S2.5). For
all other fixation methods tested, the crossing point in MDA amplification (CP; time
of inflection point of real-time amplification curve) was reached on average 22% faster
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with 500 cells input compared to 100 cells input (Figure S2.6). There were no evident
differences between the different fixation methods related to the CP values.
The MDA products of Gramella forsetii and Maribacter forsetii were forwarded to
genome sequencing. Using quality metrics of total assembly length, number of contigs,
N50, as well as the numbers of misassemblies and mismatches, the quality of assem-
blies from 500 sorted cells was superior to assemblies derived from 100 sorted cells of the
same batch (Figure S2.7). Between the differently fixed and hybridized 500 cells batches,
the differences in genome quality metrices were not significant, except of ethanol-fixed,
hybridized cells having a higher N50 and a lower number of misassemblies compared
to hybridized cells from unfixed samples. We analyzed the read coverages from fixed,
hybridized and sorted strains against the respective reference genomes (Figure S2.8).
Generally, the read coverages from 500 cells were higher than those from 100 cells for
both strains, Gramella forsetii and Maribacter forsetii. For Gramella forsetii no dif-
ference could be detected in coverage between ethanol and Lugol’s fixation and unfixed
cells, but the coverage for sorted Maribacter forsetii cells was clearly reduced for hy-
bridized, unfixed cells and cells fixed with Lugol’s solution compared to ethanol fixed
cells and the treatment control (unfixed and unhybridized).
2.4.3 HCR-FISH optimization
For environmental samples, bright FISH signals are needed for detection by flow cy-
tometry, because of the higher background noise, e.g. from particles. In this study
we used HCR-FISH as a radical-free FISH signal amplification technique and further
optimized the HCR-FISH protocol from Yamaguchi et al. (2015a) in several steps. An
easy optimization was that we used 4-fold labeled H1/H2 amplifier hairpin probes com-
pared to the double labeled H1/H2 in the original protocol. The choice of hybridization
buffer (geneFISH vs. CARD-FISH buffer) did not make a significant difference to sig-
nal intensity, but HCR-FISH signals seemed slightly higher when geneFISH buffer was
used (Figure S2.9, see materials and methods for details in composition). Increasing
chain reaction amplification time from 15 or 45 min to 120 min enhanced fluorescence
from 0.3 (15 min) and 0.4 RU (45 min) to 1.1 RU (average values, Figure S2.9). The
greatest increase in signal intensity was observed by introducing a denaturation step
prior to hybridization. This seems to linearize the long probe with attached linker and
resolve potential secondary structures in the ribosomal target region. All together, the
greatest improvements to HCR-FISH fluorescence signals on 1% formaldehyde fixed cells
resulted from adding a denaturation step at 85°C prior to hybridization, switching from
CARD-FISH to geneFISH buffer for hybridization, and increasing the chain reaction
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amplification times to 120 min, which resulted in 69% of the CARD-FISH signal (Fig-
ure S2.9). With ethanol fixed cells, the signals increased from 45°C to 75°C denaturation
(e.g. from 0.4 RU to 1.0 RU for Gramella forsetii), but dropped at 85°C (0.2 RU), mainly
due to cell lysis (Figure S2.10). This was consistent for all four tested strains which were
ethanol-fixed, except for Maribacter forsetii for which cell deterioration already set in at
65°C. The final optimized protocol consisted of 65°C denaturation for 30 min, hybridiza-
tion for 2 h in geneFISH buffer and 120 min of amplification. With all modifications
made to the original HCR-FISH protocol from Yamaguchi et al. (2015a), the signal in-
creased more than 5-fold for the same batch of 1% formaldehyde fixed Gramella forsetii
from 0.2 to 1.0 RU, equivalent to 9% to 52% of the CARD-FISH signal (Figure 2.2).
For ethanol fixed Gramella forsetii cells, signals increased 4-fold from 0.2 to 0.8 RU,
equivalent to 70% of the CARD-FISH signal of the same batch of cells.
Figure 2.2: Signal intensity (measured by microscopy) of a Gramella forsetii pure culture, fixed
with formaldehyde (1%) or ethanol. 4x labeled FISH was compared to two different HCR-FISH
protocols (prior to and after optimization) and CARD-FISH. The optimized HCR-FISH protocol
includes 30 min denaturation at 65°C prior to 2 h of hybridization with geneFISH buffer and
120 min of amplification. The original protocol did not include a denaturation step and 2 h of
hybridization with CARD-FISH buffer were followed by 45 min of amplification.
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2.4.4 Validation of optimized protocol on isolates
This optimized HCR-FISH protocol was applied to a set of isolates consisting ofGramella
forsetii, Shewanella oneidensis and Pseudomonas putida. The MDA products of 500
sorted cells, either fixed with ethanol or unfixed, were sequenced. Comparison of contig
assemblies from ethanol and unfixed cells did not show significant differences except for
a higher N50 for ethanol fixed Shewanella oneidensis (Figure 2.3). Almost the complete
genomes were recovered from the assemblies. The total assembly lengths of Gramella
forsetii (3.8 Mbp genome size) were 3.8 Mbp (ethanol fixed) and 3.7 Mbp (unfixed), for
Shewanella oneidensis (5.0 Mbp genome size) 4.9 Mbp from both treatments and for
Pseudomonas putida (6.1 Mbp genome size), the assembly sizes were 5.9 Mbp from both
treatments. There were no differences in read coverages between unfixed and ethanol
fixed samples (Figure S2.11).
Figure 2.3: Genome quality estimation by QUAST of Gramella forsetii, Pseudomonas putida
and Shewanella oneidensis after MDA of 500 sorted cells, either fixed with ethanol (green) or
unfixed (blue). Shown are from left to right: the numbeer of contigs longer than 1000 bp, the
total assembly lengths, N50, number of misassemblies and number of mismatches per 100 kbp.
Significance thresholds (p-values) of pairwise t-tests are ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗∗∗ < 0.001.
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2.4.5 Proof of principle: mini-metagenomics of the uncultured clade
Vis6
Our targeted FISH&FACS mini-metagenomic approach was tested on marine plankton
samples from the North Sea. CARD-FISH counts by microscopy on filtered samples
showed a relative abundance of 29% for Bacteroidetes (targeted with probe CF319a)
and of 4% for the Vis6 clade (targeted with the probe mix of Vis6-814 and Vis6-871, the
helpers Vis6-814_h1 and Vis6-814_h2 and the competitor Vis6-814_c) in a seawater
sample from September 20, 2017. Flow cytometric analysis revealed a distinct population
of CF319a-positive cells with bright green fluorescence after HCR-FISH. This population
was absent in the corresponding Non-control that was hybridized with a non-binding
probe (Figure 2.4 and Figure S2.12). The sample hybridized with probe mix Vis6-
814/871 showed a population with fluorescence signals clearly above background in the
flow cytometric dot plot. Five hundred cells were sorted of Vis6 cells using a combination
of FISH- and DAPI-fluorescence sort criteria ("gates" in Figure 2.4). A microscopic check
of the sorted cells revealed a purity typically above 93%. Sorted cells were subsequently
subjected to the pipeline with MDA amplification and genome sequencing. A whole
community shotgun metagenome from the same water sample served as reference for
the sorted mini-metagenomes.
From both ethanol-fixed and unfixed samples, cells were sorted based on their HCR-
FISH-signal from CF319a-probe (targeting approximately 50% of all Bacteroidetes), and
Vis6-814/871 probe (Vis6 clade). The whole community shotgun metagenome served
as reference for the community composition. The results from these three sample types
are summarized in Table 2.1. Sequences from the sorted cells and from the whole com-
munity shotgun metagenome were assembled and binned. Those bins are referred to
as MAGs of high quality (>90% completeness, <5% contamination), medium quality
(>50% completeness, <10% contamination) or low quality (<50% completeness, <10%
contamination), according to Bowers et al. (2015). From the shotgun metagenome, four
MAGs of high quality and 11 MAGs of medium quality were retrieved, which were affili-
ated with several families (Table S2.1). Of these, one MAG, Bin28, was classified as Vis6
with 86.4% completeness and a bin size of 1.82 Mbp. From the Bacteroidetes-specific
sorts with probe CF319a, one medium quality Bacteroidetes MAG (51% completeness)
was retrieved. It was classified as a member of the Flavobacteriaceae. One medium
quality MAG (62% completeness), classified as Bradyrhizobium sp., was obtained from
the negative control (sheath fluid).
From the Vis6 specific sorts (10 replicates), MetaBAT binned four medium quality MAGs
(65-82% completeness) which were classified as Vis6 (Table S2.1). Anvi’o was used
as a second, manually curated binning approach to bin the sorted Vis6 assemblies.
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Figure 2.4: Sort criteria (gates) for flow cytometric sorting of ethanol fixed samples. A top:
CF319a probe (Bacteroidetes); A bottom: Non338 probe (not binding, negative control); B top:
Vis6-814 and Vis6-871 probe mix (Vis6-clade), B bottom: Non338 probe. The blue fluorescence
(355 nm laser, 460/50 nm detector) shows all bacteria stained with DAPI, the green fluorescence
(488 nm laser, 530/40 nm detector) reveals probe-conferred signals. Note that in top panels a
clearly higher percentage of FISH-positive signals for Bacteroidetes and Vis6 are visible above
the background compared to bottom panels showing the control with the Non338 probe.
Table 2.1: Comparison of high and medium quality MAGs from whole community shotgun
metagenome to the mini-metagenomes from the Bacteroidetes (CF319a) and Vis6 enrichments
by HCR-FISH&FACS. *The total assembly size refers to the mini-metagenomes, not only the Vis6 MAGs. Given are the
number of MAGs in total from all replicates and the number of Vis6 MAGs therein.
Whole community CF319a sorts Vis6 sorts
MDA No Yes Yes
Replicates 1 10 10
Total assembly size * 742 Mbp 19 Mbp (average) 5 Mbp (average)
Nr of MAGs in total (high and medium quality) 15 1 7
Nr of Vis6 MAGs therein 1 0 7
16S rRNA in Vis6 MAGs No - Yes
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Seven MAGs of medium quality (61-88% completeness) were retrieved which were all
classified as Vis6 (Table S2.2). The Anvi’o binned Vis6 MAGs had on average a higher
completeness compared to the MetaBAT MAGs from the same assembly (Table S2.3)
and were used for further analysis and comparison. We retrieved more medium quality
MAGs from ethanol fixed (5) than from unfixed samples (2). The Anvi’o binned MAGs
and the Vis6 MAG from the shotgun metagenome were highly identical (>99% average
nucleotide identity - ANI) and the closest relative on genome level comparison was
Owenweeksia hongkongensis with 49.6% average amino acid identity (AAI) (Figure 2.5).
Three MAGs from the Vis6 sorts of low completeness (<5% contamination, 40-50%
completeness) that were classified as Vis6 were included in further analyses, resulting in
10 Vis6 MAGs from the 10 Vis6 sorts in total.
Figure 2.5: Phylogenomic tree containing MAGs (>50% completeness, <10% contamination)
from the bulk metagenome, the CF319a sorts and the Vis6 sorts.
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Fifty complete or fragmented 16S rRNA sequences were retrieved from the 10 sorted
Vis6 assemblies (Table S2.4). Nine 16S rRNAs were binned into Vis6 MAGs, of which
6 sequences affiliated to the Vis6 cluster C (Figure S2.13). Three of the sequences were
found closely affiliated to Flavobacterium ponti. Sequences from the sorted Vis6 assem-
blies that were not binned in the Vis6 MAGs were mainly found closely related to Candi-
datus Brownia rhizoecola, Flavobacterium ponti or Schleiferia thermophila. Within the
whole community shotgun metagenome assembly 595 16S rRNA sequences were found
(Table S2.5). No 16S rRNA sequence was binned to the Vis6 MAG, but one complete
and two partial Vis6 16S rRNA sequences were found within the whole assembly. The
closest relative of the Vis6 clade within the 16S rRNA reference tree was the genus
Phaeocystitibacter with 90% identity to the Vis6 cluster (Figure S2.13). 39.3% of the
reads from unfixed Vis6 sorts and 54.6% of reads from ethanol fixed Vis6 sorts were
mapping to the Vis6 MAGs. Of the shotgun metagenome reads, 0.57% mapped back to
the Vis6 Bin28.
From the Vis6-targeted sorts, MAGs retrieved from Anvi’o binning were used for gene
annotation, in addition to three low quality Vis6 MAGs with 43-49% completeness.
Genes needed for basic metabolism like glycolysis, citrate cycle, the non-oxidative part
of pentose phosphate pathway and fatty acid metabolism were present (Figure 2.6, Ta-
ble S2.6). ABC-transporter and transporters for trace metals (Co, Zn, Cd, Mn, Fe,
Ni, Mg) were found as well as phospholipid and vitamin B12 transporter (Table S2.7).
Interestingly, genes coding for bacteriorhodopsin were annotated in 4 out of 10 MAGs as
well as in the metagenome MAG. Thirty-five peptidases per Mbp and 18 CAZymes (GH,
PL, CE) per Mbp were detected in the MAGs as well as a range of plasmid proteins and
integrases. There were no complete sets of phage genes recovered in the Vis6 MAGs sug-
gesting the absence of prophages within the MAGs. Several integrases and transposases
were found, but the MAGs were lacking genes for capsids, virus polymerases and tail
fibers located in proximity to each other.
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Figure 2.6: Reconstructed metabolism of Vis6 MAGs, based on gene annotations. Genes for
TCA cycle, respiratory chain, fatty acid metabolism, peptidase degradation, polysaccharide
uptake and diverse transporters were annotated. MFS = major facilitator superfamily
The orthofinder analysis on the Vis6 MAGs from the sorted enrichments and from the
shotgun metagenome defined 5588 ortholog groups (Table S2.8). If the ortholog group
was present in at least 5 of the 10 replicates, it was defined as present in the sorted
MAGs. 382 ortholog groups were present in the sorted Vis6 MAGs, which were absent
in the shotgun metagenome Vis6 MAG. 113 were present in the shotgun metagenome
Vis6 MAG, but not in the sorted Vis6 MAGs.
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2.5 Discussion
We have successfully optimized a pipeline for the targeted enrichment of uncultivated
bacterial clades based on HCR-FISH&FACS, enabling subsequent whole genome se-
quencing and the retrieval of MAGs for genomic annotation and characterization. The
key steps in optimization were the cell fixation and the HCR-FISH protocol adaptations.
Samples are often taken in remote places with poor infrastructure which prevents imme-
diate processing of the samples and makes a fixation necessary. Since fixation stabilizes
cell integrity and also permeabilizes the cell walls, less cell loss and better signal strengths
could be expected after FISH for fixed cells. Therefore, we sought for a fixation protocol
compatible with HCR-FISH and downstream DNA sequencing. Formaldehyde is the
cell fixation of choice for microscopic analyses of FISH stained bacteria or tissues as it
preserves the cell morphology well by crosslinking proteins (reviewed by Howat & Wil-
son (2014)). Even after harsh permeabilization treatments as involved in CARD-FISH
or heating of formaldehyde-fixed cells up to 85°C as done in our study, no disruption
of cells was visible. On the contrary, the signal intensity of FISH was often increased.
However, we could confirm the findings of previous studies which showed that formalde-
hyde is not compatible with whole genome amplification and sequencing (Clingenpeel
et al., 2014). We achieved very high FISH signals and cells were easy to sort based
on these fluorescence signals, but we never obtained any MDA products in repeated
experiments. Aldehydes degrade DNA and form crosslinks (Douglas & Rogers, 1998,
Saladino et al., 1996) which probably renders the DNA inaccessible for enzymes such as
the strand displacement polymerase used during MDA.
Cell fixation with ethanol proved to be a very good alternative to formaldehyde, showing
HCR-FISH signal intensities comparable to formaldehyde and the best genome assem-
blies in our study. The genome assembly metrics from 100 and 500 ethanol fixed cells
were comparable to unfixed control samples, which is contradictory to findings from
single cell genomics (Clingenpeel et al., 2014). We also retrieved more medium quality
MAGs from ethanol fixed Vis6-targeted sorts (5 MAGs with 66-88% completeness) than
from unfixed Vis6-targeted sorts (2 bins with 61-66% completeness). This supports the
results of other studies in which ethanol was a successful fixative for example for preser-
vation of tissue morphology and RNA (Cox et al., 2006) or for PCR from ethanol fixed
tissues (Ben-Ezra et al., 1991).
We found that using 500 enriched cells from the same target taxa resulted in superior
genome quality compared to 100 cells. Using 500 cells seems thus to be a good com-
promise between metagenomics and single cell genomics. Whole genome amplification
methods such as MDA are widely used to amplify the small amounts of DNA from single
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cells for sequencing, but MDA is sensitive to contamination, especially with little input
material (Binga et al., 2008, Stepanauskas, 2012, Woyke et al., 2011). This problem can
be overcome by combining sequence data from multiple single cells of the same species
(Rinke et al., 2013) or increasing the MDA input (Podar et al., 2007). Yu et al. (2017a)
showed that MDA with samples of a reduced diversity increased the genome coverage
of the assembled genomes. By sorting 500 cells of a specific population, the MDA input
was increased and at the same time the diversity decreased. To avoid genome ampli-
fication bias completely, samples would need to be directly sequenced. The Nextera
XT library preparation kit allows sequencing from low DNA input (Bowers et al., 2015,
Rinke et al., 2016). Sorting at least a million cells and omitting the MDA step could be
an approach to achieve highly complete MAGs without the otherwise introduced MDA
bias. However, this may not be practical for most cases due to limitations in the amount
of sample and long flow sorting periods in the range of many hours.
The HCR-FISH protocol modifications resulted in signal strengths, which were compa-
rable to CARD-FISH signals. The largest signal increase was achieved by adding a mild
denaturation step (65°C) to the protocol, a step that was adopted from the geneFISH
protocol (Barrero-Canosa et al., 2017). The rationale behind the introduction of this
step was that initiator probes are typically 49-mers and often form secondary structures,
which need to be denatured to ensure an effective binding to the rRNA. We did not de-
tect negative effects on cell morphology and on the quality of DNA when incubating
samples for 30 min at 65°C. Also, when comparing unfixed samples after HCR-FISH
to unfixed, unhybridized samples we did not see any effect on genome assembly results.
Thus, unlike Clingenpeel et al. (2014) observed for CARD-FISH, there was no evidence
for a potential DNA damage caused by HCR-FISH. It has long been known that optimal
cell fixation is dependent on the target organism. Consequently, each organism needs
a few adaptions to the HCR-FISH protocol, like the optimal denaturation temperature
(e.g. Maribacter forsetii was showing decreased signals at 65°C denaturation compared
to 55°C) or whether cell permeabilization is needed (e.g. the Gram-positive Micrococ-
cus sp.). However, we are confident that the developed protocol is suitable to target
diverse microorganisms from a wide range of environments. Our results also showed
that Lugol’s solution showed sufficiently high HCR-FISH signals for detection of three
out of four tested isolates and the genome assembly quality was good, though inferior
to ethanol fixed cells. Still, Lugol’s solution if often used for fixation of phytoplankton
samples (Williams et al. 2016) or ciliate samples (Karayanni et al., 2004, Leakey et al.,
1994, Modigh & Castaldo, 2005) and the developed pipeline could probably be adopted
for such samples as well.
The sorting of HCR-FISH targeted cells was achieved with high purity. The microscopic
inspection of sorted cells indicated a sorting purity well above 90%, based on FISH
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positive signals. Similarly, 23 out of 25 MAGs from Bacteroidetes sorts that could
be classified by checkM (taking also low quality MAGs with <50% completeness into
account) were classified as Bacteroidetes, indicating a high sorting purity on the level
of sequencing as well. With 0.57% of the metagenome reads mapping to the Vis6 bin
and 47% of the Vis6-sort reads mapping to the Vis6 bins from the sorted fraction, the
enrichment approximates 80-fold. These enrichment values are estimates due to the
potential amplification bias of MDA, but a high enrichment of the targeted group is
obvious. This sorting approach thus allows for replicates which are usually not done for
sequencing intensive metagenomics.
Such replicates could also enable the detection of lower frequency genes that are collapsed
to a consensus genome in whole community shotgun MAGs. We found three times more
ortholog groups present in the sorted Vis6 MAGs, that were absent in the Vis6 MAG
from bulk shotgun sequencing, than ortholog groups, that were present in the Vis6
MAG from bulk shotgun sequencing, but absent in the sorted Vis6 MAGs. Still, a high
microdiversity within a sorted population which cannot be distinguished based on the
limited taxonomic resolution of the 16S rRNA will most likely not be uncovered by
our pipeline. Repeated sorting of single cells based on the HCR-FISH signal of specific
probes could potentially cover such species and strain heterogeneity. The drawback
would be that SAGs suffer from reduced genome coverage, but adopting our pipeline to
generate several SAGs from the same species by repeated sorting would enable to study
species and strain heterogeneity.
In six out of ten MAGs from sorted Vis6 cells the respective 16S rRNA sequence was
binned, which was not observed in the single MAG from the whole community shotgun
metagenome. However, two of the sorted Vis6 bins had an additional 16S rRNA be-
longing to Flavobacterium ponti, suggesting that 16S rRNA binning was inaccurate. It
is unlikely that F. ponti was hybridized by the Vis6 probes because Vis6-871 had 4 and
Vis6-814 had 5 mismatches with the 16S rRNA sequence of F. ponti, which basically
excludes binding of the probes under the used hybridization conditions. We assume
that the 16S rRNA was falsely binned due to the high conservancy of the 16S rRNA.
Nevertheless, a quite high reliability for the 16S rRNA identity to the MAGs is given by
the 16S rRNA sequence being binned in the replicates and by the 16S rRNA sequence
targeted probe that was used for sorting. Microscopic verification that the probe had
hybridized to the sorted cells provides further certainty.
From both the metagenome and the Vis6-targeted sorts, MAGs with low contamination
(<5%) and completeness values >80% were retrieved. This shows that the developed
pipeline is producing MAGs of sufficient quality for the description of uncultivated mi-
croorganisms as Candidatus species, comparable to e.g. Francis et al. (2019). The
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genome size (calculated from total contig length and completeness estimation) was in
the range of 2.1-2.4 Mbp for all of the Vis6 MAGs. The closest isolated relative based
on the whole genome analyses was Owenweeksia hongkongensis to which the sorted bins
had an amino acid identity (AAI) of 49.6%, indicating that Vis6 is a novel genus within
the Cryomorphaceae (Rodriguez-R & Konstantinidis, 2014). With the annotation of
the Vis6 MAGs obtained from our analyses we were able to reconstruct basic metabolic
pathways, hypothesizing an aerobic lifestyle, which is mainly based on the consumption
of polymeric substrates like polysaccharides and peptides. Both substrates are likely
available in the North Sea in autumn, secreted by living and released by decaying phy-
toplankton (Muhlenbruch et al., 2018).
Closely related flavobacterial species are known to be specialized on these polymers as
well (Cottrell & Kirchman, 2000, Francis et al., 2019, Xing et al., 2015). However,
nothing can be said at this point about the type of polysaccharides like it has been
analyzed for example for Formosa species (Mann et al., 2013, Unfried et al., 2018). Be-
sides, ABC-type transporters point to the utilization of low molecular weight substrates.
This broad functional repertoire could indicate a variable lifestyle on diverse substrates.
During the development of the pipeline, we aimed for the development of a pipeline
that could finally be used to target the rare biosphere with <1% abundance. Our proof
of principle organisms Vis6 represented 4% of the community at the sampling day and
could be reliably sorted. We think that sorting populations down to 1% relative abun-
dance is possible with this pipeline, depending also on the size and ribosomal content of
the target organism. Targeting rare microorganisms is probably possible down to 0.1%
relative abundance, if the instrument and sample noise is kept to low levels by using
clean sheath fluids in well maintained flow cytometry instruments. Next steps for the
future could be a targeted sorting based on functional genetic markers using geneFISH.
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2.6 Materials and methods
2.6.1 Bacterial cultures
Cultures for the cell fixation experiment were grown on a shaker to an OD600 of 0.1
under different growth conditions (Table S2.9) before cells were fixed. The different
fixatives and incubation times for cell fixation are given in Table 2.2. Formaldehyde (4%,
1%, 0.25%, 0.1%; vol/vol), glyoxal (4%, 4% + 5% ethanol) or Lugol’s solution (Sigma
Aldrich, L6146-1L; 2%, 2% + 0.07 M thiosulfate) was added to culture aliquots and
cells were harvested by centrifugation after the given incubation time. The resulting cell
pellets were washed once in 1x PBS (Phosphate-buffered saline) and finally resuspended
in 1x PBS and stored at 4°C. Ethanol fixation was done by first harvesting the cells in
a pellet, then resuspension in 70% ethanol in 1x PBS, incubation at RT for 1 h before
storage at 4°C. Thiosulfate for destaining of Lugol’s solution was added as the last step
prior to storage. The fixed cells were filtered within a few days on 0.2 µm polycarbonate
filters (IsoporeTM Membrane filters, Merck Millipore Ltd) using a vacuum pump (200-
300 mbar), air dried and stored at -20°C. Cultures for HCR-FISH optimization were
grown according to Table S2.9 and ethanol fixed as described above. Additional aliquots
of Gramella forsetii were fixed with 1% formaldehyde (10 h at 4°C). Cells were filtered
on 0.2 µm polycarbonate filters (IsoporeTM Membrane filters, Merck Millipore Ltd), air
dried and stored at -20°C.
Table 2.2: Fixatives and fixation times used on isolates.
Fixative Concentration Temperature Time
Formaldehyde 4% Room temperature 1 hour
Formaldehyde 1% Room temperature 1 hour
Formaldehyde 0.25% On ice 10 min
Formaldehyde 0.1% On ice 10 min
Ethanol 70% Room temperature 1 hour
Lugol’s solution 2% Room temperature 1 hour
Lugol’s & thiosulfate 2% & 0.07 M Room temperature 1 hour
Glyoxal 4% Room temperature 1 hour
Glyoxal & ethanol 4% & 5% Room temperature 1 hour
Control - - -
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2.6.2 Environmental samples
Water samples from Helgoland (station “Kabeltonne”, (54° 11.34′ N,
7°54.04′ E) were collected on September 20th 2017 by the research vessel Aade
(https://www.awi.de/en/expedition/ships/more-ships.html). Water was filtered
through 10 µm and 3 µm IsoporeTM Membrane filters (Merck Millipore Ltd) to remove
larger particles before cells were collected on 0.2 µm polycarbonate filters (IsoporeTM
membrane filters, Merck Millipore Ltd). Environmental samples were used either
unfixed or ethanol fixed. For ethanol fixation the filters were incubated in 96% ethanol
for 15 min directly after filtration. All filters were air dried and subsequently stored at
-20°C.
2.6.3 FISH methods
FISH with 4x fluorescently-labelled oligonucleotide probes was performed as described
in Fuchs et al. (2007) and CARD-FISH control experiments were done according to
Pernthaler et al. (2002). All probes used in the experiments are listed in Table S2.10.
The HCR-FISH protocol was modified after Yamaguchi et al. (2015a) and performed on
filters. The gram-positive Micrococcus sp. KT16 was permeabilized prior to hybridiza-
tion by incubation in a buffer containing 0.7 mg ml-1 lysozyme, 0.5 M EDTA and 1
M Tris-HCl [pH 7,5]) at 37°C for 8 min. All other cells were used without enzymatic
permeabilization. Filter pieces were covered with hybridization buffer (1 µM probe,
20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 0.9 mM NaCl, 0.01% SDS, 10% dextran sulfate, 1% block-
ing reagent, 35% formamide) and placed in a humidified chamber (containing a 35%
formamide water mixture) at 46°C for 2 - 3 hours. To remove excess probe, the filters
were washed in washing buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 0.01% SDS, 0.08 M NaCl)
at 48°C for 20 - 30 min. The NaCl concentration in the washing buffer varies with the
formamide concentration in the hybridization buffer (Thiele et al., 2011). During the
washing step, the fluorescently labelled hairpin oligos H1 and H2 were prepared: H1
and H2 (4x labelled with Atto488, Biomers, Ulm, Germany) were separately diluted (5
µM) in amplification buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, 0.9 M NaCl, 0.01% SDS, 1% blocking
reagent, 10% dextran sulfate), heated in a thermocycler to 95°C for 1.5 min and cooled
to 25°C for 1 min. H1 and H2 were mixed shortly before usage. After washing, the filter
pieces were covered with the mixed H1/H2 solution and placed in a humid chamber at
37°C for up to 2 hours. Following this amplification step, the filter pieces were washed
twice in ice-cold 1xPBS for 5 min and subsequently 30 sec in ice-cold ultrapure water.
Filters were then air dried and processed for microscopy or cell sorting or stored at 4°C
if used the next day.
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The optimization parameters tested on pure cultures included the addition of a denatu-
ration step before hybridization where filters were placed in the hybridization chamber,
covered with hybridization buffer and probes, and incubated at temperatures ranging
from 45°C to 85°C for 30 min prior to hybridization at 46°C. In addition, geneFISH hy-
bridization buffer was tested as an alternative to the CARD-FISH hybridization buffer
as described by Barrero-Canosa et al. (2017) (5xSSC (750 mM NaCl, 0.075 mM sodium
citrate), 20% dextran sulfate, 0.1% SDS, 20 mM EDTA, 0.25 mg ml-1 sheared salmon
sperm DNA, 0.25 mg ml-1 yeast RNA and 1% blocking reagent for nucleic acids (Roche,
Basel, Switzerland). Finally, different chain reaction signal amplification times of 15 -
120 min were tested.
2.6.4 Microscopy
The impact of the tested HCR-FISH protocol parameters on per cell fluorescence was de-
termined by microscopy. Pure cultures, fixed with 70% ethanol or 1% formaldehyde were
used. All samples were counterstained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) before
observation under an automated epifluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axioplan2 imaging,
Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a monochrome camera (AxioCam
MRm, Carl Zeiss Microimaging GmbH, Göttingen, Germany). More than 1000 DAPI
stained cells were counted to calculate the relative abundances of targeted groups and
all the experiments were performed in duplicates. For relative brightness evaluation the
Inspeck Green Microscope Image Intensity Calibration Kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene,
Oregon, USA) was used following manufacturer’s instructions. The signal intensity of
the FISH positive cells was calculated using the digital image analysis software program
ACMEtool2 (Zeder et al., 2011) on more than 1000 single cells for each experiment.
Signal intensity was expressed as relative unit (RU).
2.6.5 Flow cytometric analysis
After HCR-FISH on filters, the cells were vortexed for 15 min at 4°C in 1.5 ml buffer
(Sekar et al., 2004) to detach the cells from the filter in solution for flow cytometry.
Environmental samples were incubated in the buffer for 30 min at 37°C prior to vortexing
at RT (Sekar et al., 2004). The filter pieces were removed and cells in suspension were
stored up to one day at 4°C in dark until cell sorting.
Samples for flow cytometric analysis were counterstained with DAPI solution, 1 - 2 µg
ml−1 final concentration. The samples were recorded and sorted with a BD InfluxTM
system (BD Biosciences, San Jose, USA) with the BD FACSTM Sortware v1.2 with
a 86 µm nozzle, 0.15% NaCl solution as sheath fluid and equipped with a 488 nm
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(200 mW) and 355 nm (100 mW) laser (Coherent, Dieburg, Germany). The analysis
was done with FlowJo® v10 software (FlowJo, LLC). Multifluorescent beads (1 µm,
FluoresbriteR, Polyscience Inc.) were used for optical alignment. The trigger was set
to green fluorescence for pure cultures and to forward scatter for environmental sam-
ples. Pure cultures were sorted by selecting the population containing the cells in the
green fluorescence FISH (530/40 band-pass filter) vs. blue fluorescence DAPI (450/60
band-pass filter) plots. For environmental samples a parent gate in the FSC vs. green
fluorescence plot and a sub-gate in the green fluorescence vs. blue fluorescence plot
was used for sorting (Figure S2.14). To ensure that the flow cytometer was running
stable, we compared bead signals at the start and end of an experiment day. The signals
recorded at the same day are thus comparable. The signals recorded at different days are
not absolutely comparable, because they are not calibrated on beads. All samples from
the same organism were recorded on the same day. So were the environmental samples.
For sheath control, no sample was running and machine noise signals were used to sort
a specified number of events. Cells were sorted in 384 well plates (LightCycler®, Roche
Molecular Systems Inc.).
Samples from the first fixation benchmarking of isolates and the environmental samples
were sorted at the MPI (Bremen) and the verification experiment was done at the JGI
(Walnut Creek). For the latter, the preparations and sorting parameters vary therefore
to those described above. Cells were vortexed for 5 min at room temperature in buffer
(Sekar et al., 2004) to detach the cells from the filter and immediately processed. DNA-
staining was done with Syto59 (0.5 µm) and sorted with a BD InfluxTM system with
a 70 µm nozzle and 1x PBS as sheath fluid. Sorting was based on gating the Syto59
population (670/30 detector, 642 nm laser) and the FISH signal (530/40 detector, 488 nm
laser).
2.6.6 Amplification, sequencing and assembly
All sorted cells were amplified with multiple displacement amplification (MDA) with
Single cell REPLI-g (QIAGEN, Venlo, Netherlands) for six hours. Sequencing libraries
were created with Nextera XT v2 with 9 rounds of PCR and sequenced on the Illumina
NextSeq-HO (2 x 150 bp read length). Reads were assembled with SPAdes assembler
3.11.1 (Nurk et al., 2017) and analyzed with Quast v5.0.2 (Gurevich et al., 2013).
For the whole community shotgun metagenome, DNA was extracted from an unfixed
filter from September 20th 2017 using the PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (Mo Bio Labo-
ratories, Inc., Carlsbad, USA) and the DNA was sequenced with Illumina NextSeq-MO
(2x 150 bp length) sequencing method. The isolate Micrococcus sp. KT16 was genome
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sequenced under the GOLD analysis ID Ga0256418 with the sequencing methods Illu-
mina HiSeq 2500-1TB and PacBio RS II.
2.6.7 Contig binning
Initial binning of assembled contigs was done with MetaBAT2 (Kang et al., 2019). The
FISH positive samples sorted by the Vis6 probes (10 samples) were binned manually
with Anvi’o (Eren et al., 2015) based on sequence identity and differential coverage in-
formation that was retrieved by mapping the reads to the respective assemblies using
BBMap v35.14 (http://bbtools.jgi.doe.gov), using fast mode and setting minid and id-
filter to 0.97. CheckM provided an approximate taxonomic classification and a genome
quality estimation (Parks et al., 2015).
A reference genome tree was constructed based on reference genomes of the phylum
Bacteroidetes with RNA polymerase as marker gene with 90% clustering to reduce the
dataset. The RNA polymerase sequences were collected with hmmsearch v3.1b2 (John-
son et al., 2010) and aligned with MAFFT (Katoh & Standley, 2013) using the mafft-
linsi option. Sites with 90% gaps were trimmed with trimAl 1.4 (Capella-Gutiérrez
et al., 2009). Genomes not containing all three subunits of the RNA polymerase were
excluded. The genome tree was calcucated with maximum likelihood phylogeny with
IQ-tree (Nguyen et al., 2015), using the WAG substitution model and 1000 bootstraps
and visualized in ggtree (Yu et al., 2017b).
2.6.8 Read recruitment
For read recruitment, error corrected reads from the sorted Vis6 samples were mapped
back to the Vis6 bins with BBMap v35.14 as described above. The whole community
shotgun reads were mapped back to the metagenome Vis6 bin.
2.6.9 Orthofinder
Orthofinder (Emms & Kelly, 2015) was run on all Vis6 MAGs from Vis6 sorts and whole
shotgun metagenome. These genomes fell within 95% ANI of one another, and were
passed as input to Orthofinder 2.2.7 with the run line: OrthoFinder-2.2.7/orthofinder -f
ExampleDataset -S diamond. Gene families were created and their presence and absence
in the Vis6 MAGs from sorts and shotgun sequencing analyzed.
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2.6.10 Gene annotation
For gene annotation all bins were processed by the IMG annotation pipeline (Mavro-
matis et al., 2009) and are available by the ER comparative analysis system IMG/MER
(Markowitz et al., 2009) under the GOLD Study ID Gs0130320. The KEGG predictions
from IMG were used to look for metabolic pathways (www.genome.jp/kegg). Trans-
porter and specific proteins were searched text-based. Peptidases were annotated by
BLAST against the merops database (Rawlings et al., 2010) and carbohydrate active
enzymes (CAZymes) were annotated using the dbCAN v6 database (Yin et al., 2012).
Phaster (Arndt et al., 2016) and VirSorter (Roux et al., 2015) were used to check for
viral sequences and prophages within the Vis6 MAGs. The average nucleotide identity
(ANI) and amino acid identity (AAI) between MAGs and references were calculated
using ani.rb and aai.rb from the enveomics collection (Rodriguez-R & Konstantinidis,
2016).
2.6.11 16S rRNA analysis
16S rRNA gene sequences were detected in the assemblies using the ssu_finder option in
checkM (Parks et al., 2015) and aligned with ACT implemented on www.arb-silva.de. A
reference tree was created based on the SILVA database release 128 SSU Ref (www.arb-
silva.de) with sequences from Helgoland clone libraries added (Teeling et al., 2012).
Analyses were done with the arb software (Ludwig et al., 2004). All sequences within
the “uncultured” cluster of the Cryomorphaceae that included Vis6 sequences (tested by
probe match function of arb) were selected in addition to selected isolate sequences from
class Flavobacteriia as outgroup. Following the guideline of Peplies et al. (2008), four
different tree algorithms were used (neighbour joining and RaXml using termini filter,
with and without 30% Bacteroidetes filter) and a consensus tree created. 16S rRNA
sequences from the assemblies were added to the tree using the arb parsimony (quick
add) function.
2.6.12 Data availability
Sequencing data is published under the GOLD Study ID Gs0130320.
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2.8 Supplementary material
2.8.1 Supplementary figures
Figure S2.1: The development of our pipeline
was done in three steps before the applica-
tion on an environmental sample. (1) In the
first step, four bacterial isolates (GC content
is given in mol%) were treated with four dif-
ferent fixatives (plus unfixed control) and their
signal intensity was measured by flow cytom-
etry (1a). Glyoxal was not further analyzed
due to low signal intensities (red cross). Three
isolates and three of the brighest fixations (plus
control) were sorted (100 and 500 cells) and for-
warded to MDA (1b). The MDA products of
two isolates were sequenced and their genome
quality assessed (1c). The best results in to-
tal (signal intensity and genome quality) were
achieved with ethanol fixation (green star) and
500 cells. (2) In the second step, the HCR-
FISH protocol from Yamaguchi et al. (2015a)
was adapted with different denaturation tem-
peratures, hybridization buffers and amplifica-
tion times. The signal intensities were assessed
after HCR-FISH via microscopy. (3) In a third
step, the optimized HCR-FISH protocol was
tested for validation on isolates with ethanol
fixation (plus unfixed control). There were no
significant differences in assembly metrics be-
tween ethanol fixation and unfixed control sam-
ples after sequencing of MDA products from
500 sorted cells. (4) The optimized HCR-FISH
protocol was tested on ethanol fixed and un-
fixed seawater samples. Bacteroidetes and the
flavobacterial clade Vis6 were targeted by spe-
cific HCR-FISH probes, 500 cells sorted and se-
quenced. For comparison a whole community
shotgun metagenome was prepared.
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Figure S2.2: The background fluorescence in the green channel of flow cytometric measurements
was set to 10 RU (blue line), based on comparisons betwen EUB-338 and Non-338 probes hy-
bridized to 1% formaldehyde fixed Gramella forsetii (A, B) and Micrococcus sp. (C, D) samples.
The Non-338 control of Gramella forsetii (A) was not stained with DAPI, the Non-338 control
of Micrococcus sp. (C) was stained with DAPI. Green fluorescence was detected with a 530/40
nm filter, blue fluorescence with a 460/50 nm filter. 5000 events were recorded for Gramella
forsetii (A, B) and 2000 for Micrococcus sp. (C, D).
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Figure S2.3: Four pure cultures (Gramella forsetii, Maribacter forsetii, Escherichia coli, Micro-
coccus sp.) were fixed with 10 different fixation methods (formaldehyde 4%, 1%, 0.25%, 0.1%,
ethanol, Lugol’s solution with and without thiosulfate, glyoxal with and without ethanol and
unfixed). HCR-FISH was done on filtered cells and signal intensity was measured after washing
the cells off the filter and analyzing them in the flow cytometer. Plotted are the green fluores-
cence (530-540 nm) from HCR-FISH and blue fluorescence (450-460 nm) from DAPI staining.
The fluorescence intensity is given in relative units on a logarithmic scale. The background
fluorescence (dotted line) was defined for 10 RU. N.A. = not analyzed
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Figure S2.4: Blue fluorescence intensity (DAPI signal, 450/460 nm band-pass filter) of four
isolates in dependency of cell fixation, measured by flow cytometry. The median of the signal
population from flow cytometric analysis is shown. NA = not analyzed
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Figure S2.5: Exemplary images of gel electrophoresis with MDA products from sorted isolates,
fixed with formaldehyde, Lugol’s solution, ethanol or unfixed. MDA products from formaldehyde
fixed cells were either not detectable or in low amount.
Figure S2.6: Crossing point times (CP, time of inflection point of real time amplification curve)
of MDA reactions of three isolates with 100 or 500 cells input. Input samples were taken from
Lugol’s fixed, ethanol fixed and unfixed cells. Additionally, unfixed cells that have not been
subjected to FISH were used.
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Figure S2.7: Genomic quality estimation by Quast of Gramella forsetii and Maribacter forsetii
sequencing products after MDA of 100 and 500 sorted cells. Shown are from left to right: the
number of contigs longer than 1000 bp, the total assembly lengths, N50, number of misassem-
blies and number of mismatches per 100 kpb. Unhybridized samples were unfixed and were
not subjected to HCR-FISH, but only sorted based on their DAPI signal. Maribacter forsetii
unhybridized controls were taken from a cell aliquot and have not been filtered and washed off a
filter like the other controls, including the Gramella forsetii unhybridized control. Significance
thresholds (p-values) of pairwise t-tests are ∗ < 0.05, ∗∗ < 0.01, ∗∗∗ < 0.001.
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Figure S2.8: Read coverages across the reference genome of Gramella forsetii and Maribacter
forsetii cells. 100 and 500 cells were sorted from isolates, used as input for MDA and the products
were sequenced. Unfixed, unhybridized cells of Maribacter forsetii were taken directly from the
culture without being filtrated and washed off the filter, which explains the difference in coverage
between the treatments that we did not see for Gramella forsetii.
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Figure S2.9: Signal intensity of formaldehyde fixed Gramella forsetii cells, after HCR-FISH with
different treatments. CARD-FISH and the former protocol (yellow bar: in CARD-FISH buffer,
no denaturation, 45 min amplification) were used for comparison. 30 min denaturation at 65°C
and 85°C were tested in combination with CARD-FISH buffer and geneFISH buffer for three
amplification times: 15 min, 45 min and 120 min. The signal intensities were measured via
microscopy and are given in RU.
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Figure S2.10: Signal intensity of four ethanol fixed isolates after HCR-FISH with 30 min denatu-
ration (45-85°C) or without denaturation (-) and 2 h hybridization in comparison to CARD-FISH
(CARD). Signal intensities were measured via microscopy and are given in RU.
Figure S2.11: Sequencing read coverages across the reference genome of Gramella
forsetii,Shewanella oneidensis and Pseudomonas putida. 500 cells from ethanol fixed (green)
and unfixed (brown) samples were used as input for MDA.
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Figure S2.12: Flow cytometric sort gates of unfixed fixed samples, targeted with A: CF319a
(Bacteroidetes) probe and Non338 (not binding) probe and B: Targeted with Vis6-814 and Vis6-
871 (Vis6-clade) and Non338 probe. The blue fluorescence (355 nm laser, 460/50 nm detector)
shows all bacteria stained with DAPI. The amount of signals with green fluorescence (488 nm
laser, 530/40 nm detector) increase with samples targeted with a probe compared to the Non
probe.
Figure S2.13: 16S rRNA consensus tree. The Vis6 cluster is targeted by the probes Vis6-814 and
Vis6-871 and marked by the colored box. The closest cultured relative was Phaeocystitibacter
luteus with appr. 90% sequence similarity. Nine 16S rRNA sequences, that have been binned
to Vis6 MAGs from the Vis6 sorts, were placed in this tree. Six sequences were affiliated to
Vis6 cluster C (marked in pink) and three sequences were affiliated to Flavobacterium ponti (in
the Outgroup). Flavobacterium ponti has appr. 86% 16S rRNA sequence identity to the Vis6
cluster.
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Figure S2.14: Exemplary scatter plots from flow cytometry showing the gating principle of
seawater samples hybridized with HCR-FISH probe. (A) DAPI positive cells were selected in
the forward scatter vs. blue fluorescence (DAPI signal) plot and (B) HCR-FISH positive cells
were selected in the blue vs. green fluorescence (HCR-FISH signal) plot. Of (B) only those
events that were also appearing in the gate in (A) were sorted.
2.8.2 Supplementary tables
Table S2.1: Statistics of all bins created with MetaBAT from the whole community shotgun
metagenome, the CF319a sorts and Vis6-814/871 sorts.
Table S2.1 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.2: Sample description and statistics of assemblies binned with Anvi’o from sorted Vis6
samples.
Table S2.2 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.3: Comparison of Anvi’o and MetaBAT binning methods on the assemblies of sorted
Vis6.
Table S2.3 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.4: 16S rRNA sequences from assemblies of Vis6-814 sorts.
Table S2.4 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.5: 16S rRNA sequences from the whole community shotgun metagenome.
Table S2.5 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.6: Presence of complete KEGG pathways in Vis6 MAG annotations.
Table S2.6 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S2.7: Selected annotations of Vis6 MAGs.
Table S2.7 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
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Table S2.8: Presence absence table of ortholog groups of the Vis6-814 sorts and the bulk
metagenome.
Table S2.8 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
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3.1 Abstract
Coastal phytoplankton blooms are followed by a successional pattern of various bacterial
degraders. The class Flavobacteriia within the Bacteroidetes plays an important role in
the degradation of high molecular weight substrates that appear during waning stages
of the bloom. One flavobacterial clade that showed pronounced response to such phy-
toplankton blooms in several years off the coast of Helgoland, North Sea, is Vis6. This
genus belongs to the family Cryomorphaceae and has resisted cultivation approaches to
date. Based on metagenome assembled genomes, comparative 16S rRNA gene analyses
and fluorescence in situ hybridization, we propose a novel candidate genus Abditibacter
with three species. Candidatus Abditibacter vernus, Candidatus Abditibacter forsetii
and Candidatus Abditibacter autumni have different temporal dynamics, but similar
gene repertoires for degradation of proteins and algal storage polysaccharides such as
laminarin.
3.2 Introduction
Marine phytoplankton fixes the same amount of CO2 as land plants despite representing
only 0.2% of the global biomass of primary producers (Field et al. 1998). In coastal
and upwelling regions, phytoplankton blooms are initiated by increases in solar radia-
tion, nutrient availability and reduced grazing pressure particularly in spring (Buchan
et al., 2014). These blooms are characterized by rapid increases in phytoplankton growth
followed by a decline after several days to weeks. A large part of the organic matter
released by living and decaying phytoplankton during and after these bloom events is
remineralized to inorganic nutrients and CO2 by heterotrophic bacteria (Buchan et al.,
2014, Stubbins & Dittmar, 2014), mostly Alphaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria
and Bacteroidetes (Buchan et al., 2014). In particular members of the class Flavobac-
teriia within the phylum Bacteroidetes play an important role in the degradation of
high molecular weight (HMW) substrates, such as proteins and polysaccharides (e.g.
Fernández-Gómez et al. (2013), Lucas et al. (2015), Needham & Fuhrman (2016), Teel-
ing et al. (2012)). There are correlations between flavobacterial abundances and specific
phytoplankton species such as diatoms or flagellates (Needham & Fuhrman, 2016, Pin-
hassi et al., 2004), yet the interaction of phytoplankton and bacterioplankton can also
be interpreted as a recurrent substrate-based succession (Teeling et al., 2012, 2016).
Helgoland Roads is a long term ecological research station, located offshore in the Ger-
man Bight, where spring phytoplankton blooms have been studied in detail for one
decade. Among the flavobacterial clades recurrently responding to the bloom events
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were clades related to the genera Ulvibacter, Polaribacter, Formosa and, within the Cry-
omorphaceae, a clade referred to as Vis6 (Chafee et al., 2018, Teeling et al., 2012, 2016).
The Ulvibacter related genus was recently described as Candidatus (Ca.) Prosiliicoccus
based on metagenome assembled genomes and other data (Francis et al., 2019). Polarib-
acter and Formosa strains have been isolated from samples from 2010 (Hahnke et al.,
2015) and have been studied in detail by Xing et al. (2015) and Unfried et al. (2018).
A taxonomic and ecological study of the clade Vis6 is missing, despite the fact that
this group is recurrently abundant in almost all spring blooms investigated at Helgoland
Roads with relative abundances up to 20%.
Vis6 was named after the VISION cruise going from the East Greenland current to the
North Atlantic subtropical gyre in September 2006. A fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) probe was designed based on 16S rRNA gene libraries, named Vis6-814 (Gomez-
Pereira et al., 2010). FISH counts showed highest abundances (up to 3.4 ± 1.3 x103
cells per ml) in the northern stations and decreasing southward. Despite a substantial
cultivation effort (Hahnke et al., 2015), no cultured representative is available to date
and the global distribution and relevance of this clade remains unclear. This is partly
owed to the inconsistent taxonomy of the Cryomorphaceae in different databases such as
SILVA, NCBI or GTDB. In several phytoplankton bloom studies, 16S rRNA sequences
related to, yet different from the genus Owenweeksia have been detected as abundant
responders. The 16S rRNA of the species Owenweeksia hongkongensis was closest to
these Vis6 sequences, and the group was referred to as Owenweeksia related.
In this study, we wanted to close a knowledge gap for this important bloom-responding
flavobacterial clade. Here, the Vis6 clade is characterized based on (i) metagenomic
data including a functional description based on gene annotation, (ii) 16S rRNA se-
quences for phylogenetic classification and (iii) abundance data based on 16S rRNA am-
plicon sequencing and cell counts from fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) from
several years. Based on these data, we propose a novel candidate genus, Candidatus
Abditibacter, within the Cryomorphaceae family that includes three species: Candida-
tus Abditibacter forsetii, Candidatus Abditibacter vernus and Candidatus Abditibacter
autumni.
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3.3 Materials and methods
3.3.1 Sampling
Samples were taken off the coast of Helgoland, North Sea, at the long-term ecological
research station Helgoland Roads (54° 11.3′ N, 7° 54.0′ E) as described in Teeling et al.
(2012). In brief, the community DNA, collected on 0.2 µm filters after prefiltration
with 10 and 3 µm cut-offs, was extracted and sequenced for metagenomic analyses. Un-
fractionated seawater, fixed with 1% formaldehyde, was collected on 0.2 µm filters for
CARD-FISH and cell counting. Phytoplankton data, including chlorophyll a concen-
trations, total cell counts and CARD-FISH counts from the years 2009-2012 have been
published in Teeling et al. (2016). Chlorophyll a concentrations from the years 2013 and
2016 were assessed from fluorescence data using an algal group analyzer (bbe moldaenke,
Kiel-Kronshagen, Germany) (2013: Wiltshire (2016), 2016: unpublished).
3.3.2 Metagenome sequencing, assembly and binning
Thirty-eight metagenomes from 2010-2012 were sequenced at the DOE Joint Genome
Institute as described in Teeling et al. (2016) and Francis et al. (2019). Assembly
of the reads and binning of contigs was done according to Krüger et al. (2019) and
metagenome raw reads, assemblies and MAGs have been submitted to the European
Nucleotide Archive (ENA) under accession number PRJEB28156. Metagenome assem-
bled genomes (MAGs) from these metagenomes were clustered into Mash-clusters, which
represent approximate species clusters of redundant MAGs. These Mash-clusters have
been published in Krüger et al. (2019). Of these, two Mash-clusters (3 and 12) were
classified as Vis6 clade and were analyzed further in this study.
The acquisition of MAGs from September 20, 2017 was described in Grieb et al. (in
preparation/Chapter 2). In brief, samples were sorted based on the fluorescence FISH
signal of the Vis6-814 probe (Gomez-Pereira et al., 2010) prior to sequencing, assem-
bly and binning. From the same day, a Vis6 MAG was obtained from a shotgun bulk
metagenome. This metagenome as well as the described mini-metagenomes were se-
quenced at the DOE Joint Genome Institute under the IMG GOLD study ID Gs0130320.
Completeness, contamination and heterogeneity of the MAGs were estimated by CheckM
(Parks et al. 2015). Adopting quality thresholds from Bowers et al. (2015), MAGs were
classified in high (<5% contamination, >90% completeness), medium (<10% contamina-
tion, >50% completeness) and low (<10% contamination, <50% completeness) quality
draft genomes. Only the medium and high quality genomes were used for analyses:
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13 high quality and 13 medium quality from Mash-cluster 3; 29 high quality and 9
medium quality from Mash-cluster 12 and 8 medium quality from the sorted MAGs
from September 2017.
3.3.3 Amplicon data
The acquisition and processing of 16S rRNA amplicon data from 2010-2012 were pub-
lished in Chafee et al. (2018) and done in a similar manner for the years 2013 and 2016.
In brief, the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene was amplified from the 0.2-3 µm size frac-
tion and sequenced. The sequences were clustered based on oligotyping using Minimum
Entropy Deomposition (MED) (Eren et al., 2015, 2013). The resulting oligotypes are
therefore named MED nodes.
3.3.4 16S rRNA phylogenetic reconstruction
A 16S rRNA reference tree was created based on the SILVA database release 128 SSU
Ref (www.arb-silva.de) with sequences from Helgoland clone libraries added (Teeling
et al., 2012). Sequence curation and treeing was done with the arb software (Ludwig
et al., 2004). All Cryomorphaceae species from SILVA database SSURef 132 were added
to the database. The affiliation of a sequence to the Vis6 clade was based on matches
of the 16S rRNA FISH probe Vis6-814 (Gomez-Pereira et al., 2010). The alignment
of this group was manually curated and 381 high quality (sequence length >1400 bp)
sequences were selected. All type strains within the Flavobacteriia were additionally
selected, resulting in 708 sequences that served as outgroup for the treeing. With the
total of 1102 sequences, two trees with neighbor joining (NJ) were calculated, one with
an additional 30% Bacteroidetes variability filter and one without. Two trees were
calculated with RaXml8 treeing method (Stamatakis, 2014), one with 30% Bacteroidetes
and one without any variability filter. Of those four trees a consensus tree using the
consensus tree option implemented in arb was generated and manually refined (Peplies
et al., 2008).
Gene sequences encoding 16S rRNA fragments longer than 250 bp were identified with
CheckM ssu_finder in the MAGs from 2010-2012 (Parks et al., 2015) and classified by
adding them to the Vis6 consensus 16S rRNA tree. Mash-clusters 3 and 12 were classified
as Vis6 this way, as some MAGs included a 16S rRNA sequence. MED nodes that have
been classified as Cryomorphaceae with >1% relative read abundance in the amplicon
sequences, as well as 16S rRNA sequences from the genome taxonomy database (GTDB;
(Parks et al., 2018)), were added to the Vis6 16S rRNA tree using parsimony criteria
(ARB_Parsimony).
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3.3.5 Phylogenomic reconstruction
One representative of each Vis6 MAG, originating from Mash-Cluster 3, Mash-cluster 12
and the MAGs from September 2017, was placed in a GTDB reference tree (Parks et al.,
2018). The genome based phylogeny was calculated using GTDBtk v0.2.1, and GTDB
R86 as the reference data package (Parks et al., 2018). The tree itself was created with
the de_novo_wf pipeline, using the bacterial marker set (–bac120_ms), and the phylum
p_Deinococcota as the –outgroup_taxon. The average nucleotide identity (ANI) and
amino acid identity (AAI) between MAGs and references were calculated using ani.rb
and aai.rb from the enveomics collection (Rodriguez-R & Konstantinidis, 2016).
3.3.6 Temporal and spatial distribution
The relative abundance of cells targeted with the Vis6-814 probe (Gomez-Pereira et al.,
2010) was determined by CARD-FISH in relation to the total bacterial counts. CARD-
FISH was done according to Pernthaler et al. (2002). Counts from 2009-2012 were taken
from Teeling et al. (2016), the counts from 2013 and 2016 were done for this study.
We selected a representative MAG from both Mash-clusters 3 and 12 and recruited the
reads from the metagenomes from 2010-2012 and 2016 to the contigs of these bins as
described in Francis et al. (2019). Relative abundance was calculated as the percentage
of recruited reads from the total number of reads per sampling date. For calculating the
abundance of MED nodes, the relative abundance of reads of the amplicon data-set was
calculated as described in Chafee et al. (2018). The isolation sources from the SILVA
database entries that were used for phylogenetic tree creation were plotted on a map,
depicting the global distribution of 16S rRNA sequences affiliated to Vis6.
3.3.7 Gene prediction and annotation
Gene prediction and annotation was done according to Francis et al. (2019).
Briefly, an initial annotation was done with prokka (Seemann, 2014) and refined
by running hmmer searches against profiles of SusC-like (TIGR04056) and SusD-
like (PF07980.10, PF12741.6, PF12771.6, PF14322.5) domains, sulfatases (PF00884)
and proteases (merops). TonB dependent receptors were searched with the pro-
files TIGR01352, TIGR01776, TIGR01778, TIGR01779, TIGR01782, TIGR01783,
TIGR01785, TIGR01786, TIGR02796, TIGR02797, TIGR02803, TIGR02804,
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TIGR02805, TIGR04056 and TIGR04057. In the resulting list of annotations we per-
formed word searches for carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) that included gly-
coside hydrolases (GHs), glycosyltransferases (GTs), polysaccharide lyases (PLs), car-
bohydrate esterases (CE) and carbohydrate-binding modules (CBMs). For the pepti-
dase:CAZyme ratio only GHs, PLs and CEs were taken into account. To detect polysac-
charide utilization loci (PULs), it was searched for susC and susD like genes in proximity
to these CAZymes. For all annotations the average of all MAGs with medium or high
quality belonging to one species was calculated.
Additionally, three MAGs each of Mash-cluster 3 (20100303_Bin_80_1,
20110324_Bin_51_2, 20120524_Bin_102_1) and Mash-cluster 12
(20100420_Bin_31_1, 20110509_Bin_54_1, 20120510_Bin_94_1) were selected
for annotation by the IMG pipeline (Mavromatis et al. 2009). These are available
by the ER comparative analysis system IMG/MER (Markowitz et al., 2009) under
the submission IDs 208456, 208439, 208438, 208426, 208427 and 208362. The anno-
tations of the MAGs from September 2017 have been published in Grieb et al. (in
preparation/Chapter 2) and are available under the GOLD study ID Gs130320. The
annotations were used to reconstruct metabolic pathways.
3.3.8 Ortholog groups
Gene coding sequences were predicted using Prodigal v2.6.3 (default parameters) (Hy-
att et al., 2010) for the assembled Vis6 genomes 3300031407_1, 20120524_Bin_102_1,
and 20110509_Bin_54_1. Protein orthology was determined using the predicted pro-
tein coding sequences in OrthoFinder v2.3.3 (default options) (Emms & Kelly, 2015).
Orthologous groups were plotted using the UpSetR (Conway et al., 2017) package im-
plemented for R 3.5.1 (R-Core-Team, 2018).
3.3.9 Phenotypic characterization
Filtered seawater (0.2-3 µm fraction) was hybridized with the Vis6-814 CARD-FISH
probe according to Pernthaler et al. (2002). Structured illumination microscopy (SIM)
images were aquired with a Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 (Carl Zeiss, Germany) system cou-
pled with an iXON897 EM-CCD camera and a 63x plan apochromatic oil immersion
objective. Cell dimensions were determined using ACMEtool3 software (M. Zeder;
http://www.technobiology.ch/) on images taken with AxioVision v 4.8.2.0 software (Carl
Zeiss, Germany) and a AxioImager D2 (Carl Zeiss, Germany) epifluorescence microscope
using a Plan-Apochromat 100x/1.40 oil objective.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Taxonomic classification
Based on the 16S rRNA gene sequences, Vis6 formed three clusters - referred to as A, B
and C - which were stable independent of the treeing method. A phylogenetic consensus
tree is shown in Figure 3.1. Sequence similarity was above 98.7% for clusters A and
B. Cluster C was the most diverse with sequence identity >97.4%. Within all Vis6
sequences, identity was >90% (Table S3.1), consistent with a candidate genus.
Figure 3.1: Consensus 16S rRNA tree of the Vis6 clade within the Cryomorphaceae family,
based on the SILVA database. The numbers indicate how many of the four generated trees, used
for the consensus tree, branched at that position. The colored box indicates those sequences
targeted by the Vis6-814 probe, including few sequences that are deep-branching between Vis6
and "Coccinistipes". These are targeted by the Vis6-814 probe, but belong neither to Vis6 clade
nor to the "Coccinistipes". Added to the tree were 16S rRNA sequences from MAGs of all
three Vis6 candidate species, four MED nodes that were closely related to Vis6 and four closely
related 16S rRNA sequences from the GTDB. The classification of GB_GCA_001438615 as
"Coccinitipes" was adapted from GTDB.
Four MED nodes were classified in the genus-level Vis6 group: MED 6900, MED 6896
and MED 6921. MED 6900 is identical to the MED 2940 in Chafee et al. (2018) which
was classified as Owenweeksia related in that publication. MED 6900 was affiliated to
cluster B, whereas MED 6896 and MED 6921 were affiliated to cluster C. MED 16147
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was affiliated to a sequence targeted by the Vis6-814 probe, but not affiliated to the
genus-level Vis6 group. This could have been due to the short MED node sequences.
Other MED nodes that have been classified as Cryomorphaceae were either not affiliated
to the Vis6 group or could not be stably placed in the 16S rRNA tree due to the short
sequences. MAGs of the Mash-clusters 3 and 12 included 16S rRNA genes affiliated to
cluster B and the 16S rRNA genes from the MAGs from September 2017 were affiliated
to cluster C.
16S rRNA sequences from GTDB genus UBA10364 were affiliated to the Vis6 clusters B
and C. The 16S rRNA of MAG GB_GCA_001438615.1 from candidate genus "Coccinis-
tipes" was closest to Vis6. Sequences from Mash-clusters 3 and 12 have been published in
Teeling et al. 2016 and were therefore considered when the database GTDB was created
(Parks et al. 2018). Consequently, whole genome comparison showed that a represen-
tative sequence of Mash-cluster 3 (20100303_Bin_80_1) was 99.8% identical (ANI) to
species UBA_10364 sp1 (GB_GCA_003506855.1) and a sequence of Mash-cluster 12
(20100420_Bin_31_1) was 98.5% identical to UBA_ 10364 sp2 (GCA_003517035.1)
(Figure 3.2). A sequence from UBA10364 sp3 (GCA_003487785.1) had approx. 75%
ANI to all three Vis6 candidate species analyzed in this study. Based on ANI values, the
three MAGs are representative of three different species with 77-81% ANI between each
other. Within the three species, ANI values were >99%. Sequences from Mash-cluster
12 are referred to as candidate species 1, sequences of Mash-cluster 3 are referred to
as candidate species 2 and sequences from September 2017 are referred to as candidate
species 3.
Figure 3.2: Average nucleotide identities (ANI) of three representative MAGs of each candidate
species. The ANI between the species was 77-81%. The ANI within each species was >99%.
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The closest cultured representative of the Vis6 sequences, based on 16S rRNA analysis,
was Phaeocystidibacter luteus with 90% sequence identity. The closest cultured repre-
sentative that has been genome sequenced, was Owenweeksia hongkongensis with 50%
AAI (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Phylogenomic reconstruction of Vis6 within the order Flavobacteriales, based on
GTDB. As representative sequences for the three candidate species, 20120524_Bin_102_1,
20110509_Bin_54_1 and 3300031407_1 were used. The Vis6 candidate genus described here
was previously named UBA10364 in the GTDB.
3.4.2 Temporal distribution
FISH with the genus-specific probe Vis6-814 (Table S3.2) indicated a growth pattern
with a short delay following phytoplankton blooms which was in particular seen in 2013,
but also in 2009 and 2012 (Figure 3.4). One exception was 2010, where Vis6-814 FISH
counts reached 20% relative abundance at the beginning of the phytoplankton bloom
and was less pronounced throughout the rest of the year.
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The abundance patterns of the analyzed MED nodes reflect the FISH counts, seen in
2010 over the whole year, and the increase of MED node abundances and FISH counts
are synchronous in 2012. This synchronization was best seen for the dominant MED
node 6900, which increased together with the FISH counts in 2010, 2012 and 2016. Of
the four analyzed MED nodes, it is the only abundant one in the first halves of the years,
except for the putatively Vis6-affiliated MED 16147 occurring in spring 2011. The two
MED nodes 6896 and 6921 are only increasing later in the years.
MAGs were only retrieved from spring phytoplankton bloom metagenomes in the an-
alyzed years and MAGs of only two candidate species, Mash-clusters 3 and 12, were
found. Within the analyzed metagenomes, Mash-cluster 12 was more abundant in 2011,
Mash-cluster 3 in 2012 and both were present in equal numbers in 2016. It seems that
the MED node 6900 has a similar abundance pattern as Mash-clusters 3 and 12 com-
bined. No metagenomes were sampled in the second halves of the years, there is thus
no MAG reflecting the abundances of the two MED nodes 6896 and 6921.
Representative MAGs of Mash-cluster 3 (20120524_Bin_102_1) and Mash-cluster 12
(20110509_Bin_54_1) recruited 0.09% and 0.05% of reads from the September 2017
metagenome (Table S3.3). A representative MAG of the September 2017 sample
(3300031230_Bin_28) recruited 0.002% of the reads and was virtually absent.
3.4.3 Spatial distribution
The global distribution of 16S rRNA gene sequences closely related to Vis6 shows that
the majority of samples derived from coastal surface waters (Figure 3.5). We saw ten-
dencies of the different Vis6 clusters, based on 16S rRNA, for latitudinal separation.
Sequences affiliated to cluster A were found e.g. in Svalbard, Norway and the South-
ern Ocean (Table S3.4). Sequences affiliated to cluster B were found in the Northern
Atlantic, Helgoland, the Yellow Sea and the East and West coasts of North America.
Sequences affiliated to cluster C were e.g. found on Hawaii, Panama and India.
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Figure 3.5: Sample locations of studies that retrieved 16S rRNA sequences with >98% identity
to Vis6 (the publications are listed in Table S3.4), showing the 16S rRNA affiliations to the Vis6
clusters A, B, C or outside the clusters (X).
3.4.4 Functional annotation
The estimated genome sizes of the three candidate species of Vis6 ranged between 1.7
and 2.4 Mbp and the GC contents ranged between 44.2% and 47.6% (Table 3.1). The
number of CAZymes per Mbp was between 17 and 19 and the number of peptidases per
Mbp was between 35 and 43.
Table 3.1: Comparison of Vis6 candidate species
Candidate
species 1
(Mash-cluster 12)
Candidate
species 2
(Mash-cluster 3)
Candidate
species 3
(September 2017)
Genome size (Mbp) 1.7 1.9 2.4
GC content (%) 45 44 48
CAZYmes (GH, PL, CE) / Mbp 17 19 18
Peptidases / Mbp 42 43 35
Based on KEGG annotation, genes for TCA cycle, glycolysis, the non-oxidative part
of the pentose phosphate pathway and fatty acid metabolism were present in all three
candidate species. No differences in presence of analyzed KEGG modules were found
(Table S3.5). The annotation of transporters also yielded similar results in the three
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candidate species. Annotated genes encoded lipopolysaccharide export, multidrug eﬄux
pumps, polysaccharide transport, peptide transport, MFS transporter, the Tol biomer
transport system and transporter for manganese, iron, zinc, nickel, magnesium and
ammonium as well as mechanosensitive channels (Table S3.6). Candidate species 3 had
a higher number of O-antigen ligases and membrane proteins annotated than the two
spring species. All three candidate species have a gene encoding for proteorhodopsin
and can possibly replenish oxaloacetate for the TCA cycle by anaplerotic CO2 fixation.
Genes for carbonic anhydrase, converting CO2 to bicarbonate, and phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase, forming oxaloacetate from bicarbonate and phosphoenolpyruvate, were also
annotated.
The total number of CAZymes per Mbp (PL, CE and GH) was almost the same in the
three species (17-19 CAZymes per Mbp) (Table S3.7) as well as the number of GHs
(Figure 3.6). GH13, encoding mostly alpha-glucan degradation, GH16 and GH17, both
encoding ß-glucan degradation, were found in all candidate species. Candidate species
3 stands out by the presence of GH73, cleaving likely ß-1,4-glycosidic linkage between
N-acetylglucosaminyl and N-acetylmuramyl moieties in the carbohydrate backbone of
bacterial peptidoglycans (Lombard et al., 2014). N-acytylglucosaminidase activity has
been shown for the GH 73 family, but also for the GH 3 family which is present in all
three candidate species (Vermassen 2019). GH99 (endo-mannosidase), GH100 (inver-
tase) and GH109 (N-Acetyl-galactosaminidase) (Lombard et al., 2014) were annotated
in candidate species 3, but absent or only very rare in the other two species.
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Figure 3.6: Average number of glycoside hydrolases (GHs) per Mbp of MAGs from the three
candidate species.
The number of CBMs per Mbp was lower for candidate species 3 (7 CBM/Mbp) com-
pared to 12 CBMs per Mbp for candidate species 1 and 2 (Figure S3.1). CBM44 (cellulose
and xyloglucan binding) was the most abundant CBM in all three species, followed by
CBM50 (peptidoglycan binding). Of all CEs, CE1 (targeting peptidoglycan, xylan and
chitin) was most often annotated in all three species (Figure S3.2). Candidate species 1
and 3 had a CE3, which was not annotated for candidate species 3. The number of PLs
was low in all three candidate species. Candidate species 3 had only one polysaccha-
ride lyase – PL12, a heparin-sulfate lyase (Figure S3.3). Candidate species 1 had only
PL22 (oligogalacturonate lyase). Candidate species 2 had PL22, PL1_10 and PL9. The
annotated GTs were similar between the three candidate species (Figure S3.4).
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Some of the annotated CAZymes were co-localized with each other and with SusC and
SusD genes, forming PULs. A putative alpha-glucan degrading PUL, containing GH13
and GH65 was predicted for all three candidate species (Table S3.8), as well as a puta-
tive beta-glucan degrading PUL, containing GH30, GH17, GH16, GT4. The latter PUL
type is reminiscent of a laminarin degrading PUL with GH30 removing the side chains of
laminarin and GH17 degrading the polysaccharides to oligosaccharides (Unfried et al.,
2018). An additional beta-glucan PUL, containing CBM6, GH5_46 and GH16, was
annotated in candidate species 1 and 2. Candidate species 3 had two putative PULs,
not found in the other two candidate species, of which the first contained GH97 (hy-
drolyzing a-glycosidic linkages; Kitamura et al. (2008)) and GH37 (hydrolyzing trehalose
into glucose; Lombard et al. (2014)) and the second GH97 and GH20 (containing ß-N-
acetylglucosaminidases and lacto-N-biosidases; Lombard et al. (2014)). No sulfatases
were annotated in the MAGs of candidate species 3, one sulfatase per genome was an-
notated for candidate species 2 and about half of the MAGs of the candidate species 1
had a sulfatase encoded (16 out of 38).
The peptidases found within the genomes of all three candidate species were very similar.
Among the most abundant families were metallopeptidases (M1, M9, M16, M23, M38),
cysteine peptidases (C26, C44) and serine peptidases (S8, S9, S12, S16, S33, S41, S46,
S54) (Figure S3.5).
The essential proteins for gliding motility of Bacteroidetes are suggested to be GldB,
GldD, GldH and GldJ in addition to the PorSS/type IX secretion system (GldK, GldL,
GldM, GldN, SprA, SprE, SprT) (McBride & Zhu, 2013). Genes gldD, H, J, L, M and N
were annotated in candidate species 1 and 2. Genes for GldH, M, SprA, SprB and SprT
were found in candidate species 3. More than 8 unspecified gliding-motility annotations
per MAG of candidate species 1 and 2 were found, which were not annotated in the
MAGs of candidate species 3. Few genes involved in surface adhesion (González et al.,
2008) were annotated like PKD and additionally FG-GAP for candidate species 3.
3.4.5 Ortholog groups
Half of the ortholog groups were shared by all three candidate species (1111 of 2215)
(Figure 3.7). The largest group of ortholog groups only found in one of the species was
found in candidate species 3 (537). Candidate species 1 and 2 were more similar based
on this analysis (sharing 207 groups) and more distant to candidate species 3. Most of
the orthologs only present in candidate species 3 were of unknown function (Table S3.9).
Notable were the higher amount of histidine kinases and integrases for candidate species
3 compared to the other two species.
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Figure 3.7: Number of ortholog groups (COG cluster) of the three candidate species. Shown are
the total number of orthologs (Set Size) and the number of orthologs shared (Intersection Size).
3.4.6 Microscopy
Cells were rod-shaped (Figure S3.6). The cell dimensions were on average 1.10 ±0.22 µm
in length and 0.54 ±0.08 µm in width (Table S3.10). The lowest cell counts within all
years (2009-2013, 2016) were on February 2, 2012 with 1.34 x103 cells per ml seawater.
Highest cell counts were on May 22, 2009 with 2.2 x105 cells per ml seawater.
3.5 Discussion
Based on the polyphasic data, we describe in the following three candidate species
within a new candidate genus of the family Cryomorphaceae. The description of the
novel candidate genus is based on a high coherence within the MAGs of >99% ANI and
an AAI of 50-51% between the candidate genus and the genome of the closest described
relative Owenweeksia hongkongensis (Rodriguez-R & Konstantinidis, 2014). We named
the candidate genus Candidatus Abditibacter, which means "hidden, concealed" alluding
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to the genus being nearly always present, but most of the time not dominant, in the
analyzed datasets. We suggest the renaming of the genus UBA10364 from GTDB to
Ca. Abditibacter. UBA10364 contained three uncultured species, of which two, sp1 and
sp2, were identical to candidate species 2 and 1, respectively (Figure 3.2). Candidate
species 3 represents a species not yet present in the GTDB.
We hypothesize a seasonal alternation of the analyzed Ca. Abditibacter species based on
the observation that MAGs of candidate species 3 could not be retrieved from the spring
metagenomes and MAGs of candidate species 1 and 2 could not be retrieved from the
September 2017 metagenome. We named candidate species 1 Ca. Abditibacter vernus
due to its main occurrence in spring. Candidate species 2 was named Ca. Abditibacter
forsetii for the sampling location off the coast of Helgoland. Candidate species 3 was
named Ca. Abditibacter autumni due to its occurrence in autumn. The connection
between the various data used for candidate species description is shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Sets of data analyzed for the description of the three Candidatus Abditibacter species.
Candidate species Ca. Abditibacter MAGs GTDB SILVA
Species 1 Ca. A. vernus Mash-cluster 12 UBA10364 sp2 Vis6 cluster B
Species 2 Ca. A. forsetii Mash-cluster 3 UBA10364 sp1 Vis6 cluster B
Species 3 Ca. A. autumni September 2017 - Vis6 cluster A
The family Cryomorphaceae was named after the first and at that time sole member
Cryomorpha ignava which was isolated from a quartz stone sublithic cyanobacterial
biofilm in Eastern Antarctica (Bowman et al., 2003) and its name means “cold shape”.
The family of Cryomorphaceae is not monophyletic and consists of nine genera (Bowman,
2014). All members are either rods or filamentous rods with a GC content ranging from
34-45% (Bowman, 2014). Most genera showed gliding motility and require elevated salt
concentrations for growth. Four genera grow at 37°C. Ca. Abditibacter matches these
traits by being rod-shaped and dwelling in seawater. The ability for gliding motility is
uncertain for Ca. Abditibacter as we annotated incomplete gene sets for gliding motility.
The GC content is with 44-48% higher than the other Cryomorphaceae family members.
The two spring species Ca. A. forsetii and Ca. A. vernus were not distinguishable
on 16S rRNA level. Together with the MED node 6900 they were affiliated to the
Ca. Abditibacter 16S rRNA cluster B with >98.8% sequence similarity, suggesting that
MED 6900 represents both species. This assumption is endorsed by the observation
that the combined abundance patterns of Ca. A. forsetii and Ca. A. vernus match the
abundance patterns of MED 6900 and also the microscopic FISH counts from the Ca.
Abditibacter specific probe Vis6-814.
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The abundance patterns of the autumn species Ca. A. autumni could not be directly
compared to a MED node as we only had metagenomes from spring phytoplankton
blooms from the years 2010-2012 and 2016, but not from autumn 2017. The two MED
nodes 6896 and 6921, which were 99.6% identical, were affiliated to the Ca. Abditibacter
16S rRNA cluster C and so were the 16S rRNA sequences from the Ca. A. autumni
MAGs. We therefore assume that these two MED nodes represent Ca. A. autumni. This
matches the assumption of a seasonal distribution, where Ca. A. autumni flourishes in
late summer and autumn.
In the initial FISH experiments by Gomez-Pereira et al. (2010), Ca. Abditibacter abun-
dance correlated to chlorophyll a concentrations and total flavobacterial abundance. Ca.
Abditibacter seemed to correlate with chlorophyll a in our analyzed dataset, which was
also seen in other studies where Ca. Abditibacter related 16S rRNA sequences were
retrieved from a diatom dominated phytoplankton bloom (Liu et al., 2013), from the
deep chlorophyll maxima (Singh et al., 2015) and a phytoplankton bloom in a mesocosm
study (Newbold et al., 2012). The other isolation sources further indicate that Ca. Ab-
ditibacter spp. occur mainly in coastal surface waters, but also in the North Atlantic
(Gomez-Pereira et al., 2010) and the Southern Ocean (Singh et al., 2015). Only one
16S rRNA sequence affiliated to Ca. Abditibacter was of terrestrial origin (Chen et al.,
2014); we excluded it from the map as this data point seemed implausible.
The family of Cryomorphaceae implicates a connection to cold waters where the first
isolates were retrieved from, but the map of retrieved 16S rRNA gene sequences indicates
that in particular cluster A species can be found in the polar regions. Cluster C species
seem to have a tendency towards warmer waters in tropical regions, but also occur
in temperate regions. However, this dataset is only a limited glimpse into the global
distribution of Ca. Abditibacter. We further have seen that the resolution of 16S rRNA
was not sufficient to discriminate between the different Ca. Abditibacter species. The
distribution of Ca. Abditibacter related species based on whole genome sequences could
probably provide higher resolution.
Taxonomic classifications of Owenweeksia in other studies likely comprise Ca. Abditibac-
ter as the taxonomy of Cryomorphaceae is not consistent between databases and contains
many uncultured organisms. In the past, some studies classified sequences affiliated to
Ca. Abditibacter as “Owenweeksia” (Chafee et al., 2018, Hahnke et al., 2015). This is
a major problem of the conflicting taxonomies of different databases.
Based on the gene annotations, containing transporters for polysaccharides and peptides
and respective degradation enzymes, we propose a lifestyle based on polysaccharides
and peptides for all three candidate species. The relatively small genome (1.7 - 2.4
Mbp) as well as the high peptidase to CAZyme ratio (2-2.5) matches descriptions of
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other planktonic bacteria in carbohydrate depleted waters (Bennke et al., 2016, Xing
et al., 2015). The proteorhodopsin gene is more commonly found in planktonic than
in algae associated Bacteroidetes (Xing et al., 2015) and possibly gives an advantage
during carbon depletion by energy generation. Carbon substrates can then be used for
anabolism instead of respiration and the TCA cycle can be replenished by anaplerotic
bicarbonate fixation (González et al., 2008).
Only few genes for adhesion and an incomplete set for gliding motility were annotated for
Ca. Abditibacter, suggesting a free-living lifestyle. Gliding motility is widespread among
Bacteroidetes (Fernández-Gómez et al., 2013, McBride & Zhu, 2013), and incomplete sets
of genes were annotated for Ca. Abtidibacter, so the ability remains uncertain. Even with
all but one gene for gliding motility, no gliding motility has been observed for example for
Gramella forsetii (Bauer et al., 2006). The annotated genes in Ca. Abditibacter could
also be evolutionary relicts. The Ca. Abditibacter species were recovered from the free-
living fraction (0.2-3 µm filtrate), but genomes with genes for both particle attachment
and free-living lifestyle has been shown for example for Polaribacter (González et al.,
2008). CARD-FISH hybridization on unfractionated seawater did not indicate particle
attachment of Ca. Abditibacter so far, but future analyses of the particle attached
fraction (3-10 µm) of seawater could provide more insights for Ca. Abditibacter.
The Ca. Abditibacter species contained PULs for alpha-glucans and laminarin, which
are simple storage molecules of phytoplankton, like glycogen in cyanobycteria (Ball &
Morell, 2003) or chrysolaminarin in diatoms (Beattie et al., 1961). The CAZyme reper-
toires of the two spring species Ca. A. forsetii and Ca. A. vernus were more alike than
the repertoire of Ca. A. autumni. The latter stood out by a larger number of GHs
specific for cleaving the β-1,4-glycosidic linkage between N-acetylglucosaminyl (NAG)
and N-acetylmuramyl (NAM) moieties in the carbohydrate backbone of bacterial pep-
tidoglycans. Enzymes involved in cell wall hydrolysis are needed for cell division, cell
wall rearrangement and also for the recycling of cell walls in sudden carbon depletion
(Vermassen et al., 2019). These enzymes could also indicate a utilization of peptidogly-
cans present in the dissolved and particulate organic matter fraction (Benner & Kaiser,
2003, McCarthy et al., 1998).
Sulfatases were not (Ca. A. autumni) or rarely (Ca. A. vernus and Ca. A. forsetii) found
for the described species, not indicating any uptake of sulphated polysaccharides. Similar
to Formosa spp. we did not annotate mannitol dehydrogenases for Ca. Abditibacter
which suggests a specialization on chrysolaminarin that does not have mannitol side
chains and is preferentially produced by diatoms (Unfried et al., 2018). A correlation
of “Owenweeksia”, possibily including Ca. Abditibacter sequences (see above), to the
diatom species Pseudo-Nitzschia was found by Needham & Fuhrman (2016). Hence,
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Ca. Abditibacter could likely have its ecological niche associated to the degradation of
substrates originating from diatom species.
More than polysaccharides, peptides seem to be the important carbon source for Ca.
Abditibacter species, which is not uncommon for Bacteroidetes (Fernández-Gómez et al.,
2013). The metallopeptidase M1, M23, M16 and the serine proteases S9 and S41 were
among the most abundant peptidase families in our dataset, which corresponds with
fosmid libraries of Gomez-Pereira et al. (2012), who analyzed Bacteroidetes in the North
Atlantic Ocean. Peptidases of family M23 lyse peptidoglycans of bacterial cell walls,
either as a defensive or feeding mechanism (Rawlings et al., 2010, Vermassen et al.,
2019). This does not necessarily imply a pathogenic lifestyle as peptidoglycan can be
taken up from the environment and serve as energy source (Benner & Kaiser, 2003,
Uehara et al., 2006).
The range of publications that found 16S rRNA sequences related to Ca. Abditibac-
ter implicates a global distribution and probably an important role in the degradation
of organic matter particularly in coastal ecosystems with phytoplankton blooms. Cry-
omorphaceae appeared in the later bloom phases and dominated in an analyzed summer
bloom (Lucas et al., 2015). This abundance pattern was mainly conform with Candi-
datus Abditibacter species. The three candidate species likely have similar ecological
niches, but flourish at different times in the year, possibly due to temperature preferences
(Lucas et al., 2015).
3.5.1 Description of Ca. Abditibacter gen. nov
Candidatus Abditibacter (Ab.di.ti.bac’ter. L. past part. abditus hidden, kept secret,
concealed; N.L. masc. n. bacter a rod; N.L. masc. n. Abditibacter a hidden rod)
Members of the genus Ca. Abditibacter are psychro- to mesophilic, photo-heterotrophic,
marine bacteria, living primarily of peptides and polysaccharides. Three species have
been defined within this genus, based on ANI values. They have been detected in the
North Sea during spring phytoplankton blooms as well as in September. The genus can
be targeted for visualization by the FISH probes Vis6-814 and Vis6-871. The abundances
of the genus showed a sustained presence, detectable by FISH counts in all analyzed sam-
ples. The GC content of the three species is between 44% and 48%. Cells are rod shaped
with an approximate size of 1.1 µm x 0.5 µm. The genus Ca. Abditibacter belongs to
the family Cryomorphaceae, order Flavobacteriales, class and phylum Bacteroidetes.
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3.5.2 Description of Ca. Abditibacter spp.
Candidatus Abditibacter vernus (ver’nus. L. masc. adj. vernus pertaining to spring,
vernal). This species was detected in seawater samples from the North Sea during spring
phytoplankton blooms in multiple years. Its estimated genome size is 1.7 Mbp with a
GC content of 45%.
Table 3.3: Digital Protologue for Candidatus Abditibacter vernus
Taxonumber
Species name Abditibacter vernus
Genus name Abditibacter
Specific epiphet vernus
Genus etymology Abditibacter (Ab.di.ti.bac’ter. L. past part. abditus
hidden, kept secret, concealed; N.L. masc. n. bacter
a rod; N.L. masc. n. Abditibacter a hidden rod)
Genus status gen. nov
Species etymology vernus (ver’nus. L. masc. adj. vernus pertaining to
spring, vernal)
Species status sp. nov.
Authors Grieb A, Krüger K, Francis TB, Orellana Retamal
LH, Amann RI, Fuchs BM
Title Candidatus Abditibacter, a novel genus within the
Cryomorphaceae, thriving in the North Sea
Journal -
Corresponding author Fuchs BM
E-mail of the corresponding author bfuchs@mpi-bremen.de
E-mail of the submitter agrieb@mpi-bremen.de
Designation of the type MAG 20110509_Bin_54_1
Metagenome accession number PRJEB28156
MAG
Genome size 1725
GC mol% 45.24
Country of origin DEU
Region of origin Helgoland
Source of sample coastal seawater
Sampling date 2011-05-09
Geographic location Helgoland
Latitude 54° 11.3′ N
Longitude 7° 54.0′ E
Relationship to O2 Aerobe
Energy metabolism Chemoorganotroph
Assembly 1 sample
Sequencing technology Illumina HiSeq 2500
Binning software used CONCOCT, anvi’o v3
Assembly software used SPAdes v3.10
Habitat coastal seawater
Biotic relationship free-living
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Candidatus Abditibacter forsetii (for.se’ti.i. N.L. gen. n. forsetii of Forseti, a god in
Scandinavian mythology that lived on Helgoland). This species was detected in seawater
samples from the North Sea during spring phytoplankton blooms in multiple years. Its
estimated genome size is 1.9 Mbp with a GC content of 44%.
Table 3.4: Digital Protologue for Candidatus Abditibacter forsetii
Taxonumber
Species name Abditibacter forsetii
Genus name Abditibacter
Specific epiphet forsetii
Genus etymology Abditibacter (Ab.di.ti.bac’ter. L. past part. abditus
hidden, kept secret, concealed; N.L. masc. n. bacter
a rod; N.L. masc. n. Abditibacter a hidden rod)
Genus status gen. nov
Species etymology for.se’ti.i. N.L. gen. n. forsetii of Forseti, a god in
Scandinavian mythology that lived on Helgoland
Species status sp. nov.
Authors Grieb A, Krüger K, Francis TB, Orellana Retamal
LH, Amann RI, Fuchs BM
Title Candidatus Abditibacter, a novel genus within the
Cryomorphaceae, thriving in the North Sea
Journal -
Corresponding author Fuchs BM
E-mail of the corresponding author bfuchs@mpi-bremen.de
E-mail of the submitter agrieb@mpi-bremen.de
Designation of the type MAG 20120524_Bin_102_1
Metagenome accession number PRJEB28156
MAG
Genome size 1829
GC mol% 44.36
Country of origin DEU
Region of origin Helgoland
Source of sample coastal seawater
Sampling date 2012-05-24
Geographic location Helgoland
Latitude 54° 11.3′ N
Longitude 7° 54.0′ E
Relationship to O2 Aerobe
Energy metabolism Chemoorganotroph
Assembly 1 sample
Sequencing technology Illumina HiSeq 2500
Binning software used CONCOCT, anvi’o v3
Assembly software used SPAdes v3.10
Habitat coastal seawater
Biotic relationship free-living
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Candidatus Abditibacter autumni (au.tum’ni. L. gen. n. autumni of the autumn). This
species was detected in seawater samples from the North Sea in September 2017. Its
estimated genome size is 2.4 Mbp with a GC content of 48%.
Table 3.5: Digital Protologue for Candidatus Abditibacter autumni
Taxonumber
Species name Abditibacter autumni
Genus name Abditibacter
Specific epiphet autumni
Genus etymology Abditibacter (Ab.di.ti.bac’ter. L. past part. abditus
hidden, kept secret, concealed; N.L. masc. n. bacter
a rod; N.L. masc. n. Abditibacter a hidden rod)
Genus status gen. nov
Species etymology au.tum’ni. L. gen. n. autumni of the autumn
Species status sp. nov.
Authors Grieb A, Krüger K, Francis TB, Orellana Retamal
LH, Amann RI, Fuchs BM
Title Candidatus Abditibacter, a novel genus within the
Cryomorphaceae, thriving in the North Sea
Journal -
Corresponding author Fuchs BM
E-mail of the corresponding author bfuchs@mpi-bremen.de
E-mail of the submitter agrieb@mpi-bremen.de
Designation of the type MAG 3300031407_1
Metagenome accession number 3300031407 (IMG)
MAG
Genome size 2488
GC mol% 47.52
Country of origin DEU
Region of origin Helgoland
Source of sample coastal seawater
Sampling date 2017-09-20
Geographic location Helgoland
Latitude 54° 11.3′ N
Longitude 7° 54.0′ E
Relationship to O2 Aerobe
Energy metabolism Chemoorganotroph
Assembly 1 sample
Sequencing technology Illumina NextSeq-HO
Binning software used manual binning, anvi’o v3
Assembly software used SPAdes v3.11
Habitat coastal seawater
Biotic relationship free-living
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3.7 Supplementary material
3.7.1 Supplementary figures
Figure S3.1: Average number of carbohydrate binding modules (CBMs) of MAGs from the three
candidate species.
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Figure S3.2: Average number of carbohydrate esterases (CEs) of MAGs from the three candidate
species.
Figure S3.3: Average number of polysaccharide lyases (PLs) of MAGs from the three candidate
species.
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Figure S3.4: Average number of glycosyl transferases (GTs) of MAGs from the three candidate
species.
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Figure S3.5: Number of peptidases per MAG of the three candidate species. Peptidases were
annotated based on the merops database.
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Figure S3.6: Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) images of Ca. Abditibacter from Septem-
ber 2017, April 2016, August 2013 and June 2013 after hybridization with Vis6-814 CARD FISH
with Atto488 labeled tyramides and DNA staining with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).
3.7.2 Supplementary tables
Table S3.1: 16S rRNA gene sequence identities within the candidate genus
Table S3.1 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.2: CARD-FISH counts of probe Vis6-814 of the years 2013 and 2016
Table S3.2 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.3: Read recruitment of metagenomes by the three candidate species
Table S3.3 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
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Table S3.4: Publications with 16S rRNA sequences affiliated to the Vis6 candidate genus
NCBI accession number Cluster Isolation source Publication Latitude Longitude
GQ259249 ClusterA surface water Teske 2011 79.7 11.1
FR683466 ClusterA marine biome, fjord, coastal water Newbold, 2012 60.27 5.22
KJ566250 ClusterA water column, Station J, Smeerenburgfjord, Cardman 2014 79.7 11.1
JF272092 ClusterA biofilms Chung (unpublished)
KF799052 ClusterA gut microbiota Ciona intestinalis Dishaw 2014 41.53 -70.67
FQ032803 ClusterA North Atlantic Gomez-Pereira 2012 61.24 -31.9
JX529868 ClusterA chlrophyll maxima ( 30m) water samples filt Singh 2015 -48 -15.79
JN976277 ClusterA ocean acidification experiment Xia (unpublished)
FN433393 ClusterB marine water Gomez-Pereira 2010 61.24 -31.9
EU268070 ClusterB sea water He (unpublished)
JN591936 ClusterB surface seawater, Puget Sound Iverson 2012 47.69 -122.4
AB974063 ClusterB Seawater in East China Sea Kataoka 2018 32.42 129.02
FJ825972 ClusterB filtered surface sea water in the period of Min 2013 36.43 122.9
GU474939 ClusterB Monterey Bay seawater Rich 2011 36.747 -122.022
EU801003 ClusterB Delaware Bay, NJ Shaw 2008 39.42 -75.5
EU799910 ClusterB Newport Harbour, RI Shaw 2008 41.49 -71.35
JX015565 ClusterB marine bulk water Teeling 2012 54.19 7.9
JX015682 ClusterB marine bulk water Teeling 2012 54.19 7.9
JX016386 ClusterB marine bulk water Teeling 2012 54.19 7.9
FJ615166 ClusterB Saanich Inlet, depth of 10m in anoxic marin Zaikova 2010 45.6 -123.5
HM057647 ClusterB ocean water from the Yellow Sea Zhang (unpublished)
JN232997 ClusterC coastal North Carolina surface water, Beauf D’Ambrosio 2014 34.7 -76.8
KF036076 ClusterC water sample collected from a coral reef ec Jasmin 2015 9.15 79.5
JN119090 ClusterC seawater from marineland for crab breeding Liu (unpublished)
KP410315 ClusterC seawater from Xiamen Bay Liu 2016 24.51 118.23
JN625633 ClusterC microcosm culture Manrique 2012 -43.35 -65.04
EU800071 ClusterC Newport Harbour, RI Shaw 2008 41.49 -71.35
GU119263 ClusterC reef water Sunagawa 2010 9.25 -82.12
GU119348 ClusterC reef water Sunagawa 2010 9.25 -82.12
KT880428 ClusterC marine sponge Weigel 2015 34.17 -77.83
KT880459 ClusterC marine sponge Weigel 2015 34.17 -77.83
KT880293 ClusterC seawater Weigel 2015 34.17 -77.83
KT880295 ClusterC seawater Weigel 2015 34.17 -77.83
KC425523 ClusterC coastal tropical surface seawater Yeo 2013 21.6 -158.1
KC425537 ClusterC coastal tropical surface seawater Yeo 2013 21.6 -158.1
KC425571 ClusterC coastal tropical surface seawater Yeo 2013 21.6 -158.1
FR686268 no cluster marine biome, fjord, coastal water Newbold, 2012 60.27 5.22
KC331251 no cluster apple orchard Chen 2014 (Sci. Hortic 35.33 109.18
JN625635 no cluster microcosm culture Manrique 2012 -43.35 -65.04
FJ826468 no cluster filtered surface sea water at the contrasti Min 2013 36.43 122.9
FJ825937 no cluster filtered surface sea water in the period of Min 2013 36.43 122.9
EU801189 no cluster Chesapeake Bay, MD Shaw 2008 39.1 -76.42
EU799378 no cluster Newport Harbour, RI Shaw 2008 41.49 -71.35
Table S3.5: Presence and absence of complete KEGG pathways in the MAGs of the three
candidate species
Table S3.5 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.6: Selected functional annotations within the genome annotations of the three candidate
species
Table S3.6 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
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Table S3.7: Statistics for the medium and high quality MAGs of the three candidate species,
including number of peptidases and CAZymes per Mbp, quality statistics, GC content and
genome size
Table S3.7 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.8: PUL prediction for the MAGs of the three candidate species.
Table S3.8 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.9: Annotations of COG cluster from MAG 3300031407_1
Table S3.9 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
Table S3.10: Cell sizes of Vis6-814 hybridized cells from four time points
Table S3.10 is available at https://owncloud.mpi-bremen.de/index.php/s/XrK7s0euJXsqMrT.
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4.1 Abstract
In order to understand the ecological roles of microorganisms in their ecosystems, the
diversity and functions of microbial communities are thoroughly analyzed. The con-
nection between the taxonomic classification and functional characterization is thereby
often missing if culture-independent methods such as metagenomics are used. This link
between the classification in form of the 16S rRNA and the functional genes can be
enabled by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) which is based on fluorescently
labeled probes targeting either the 16S rRNA or functional genes. We aimed at using
geneFISH, which is targeting functional genes, in combination with fluorescence acti-
vated cell sorting (FACS) to enrich cells based on the presence of a specific gene. As
a proof of principle, an Escherichia coli isolate, harboring plasmids with an inserted
gene, was hybridized with a geneFISH probe and detected by flow cytometry. We could
confirm that cells can in principle be sorted based on a geneFISH signal, with certain
limitations due to signal intensity. Suggestions for improvement that could enable en-
richment of geneFISH targeted microorganisms from environmental samples in future
are discussed.
4.2 Introduction
Understanding the role of microorganisms in ecosystem processes includes both the
knowledge of diversity and function. This information can nowadays be retrieved from
environmental samples by whole community shotgun metagenomics, but the linkage be-
tween metagenome assembled genomes (MAGs), including the predicted gene functions,
and their 16S rRNA identity is not always given. In a previous study, we have shown
that this link can be achieved by combining fluorescence in situ hybridization FISH
with fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). A 16S rRNA specific FISH probe is hy-
bridized to a specific clade from an environmental sample, which is sorted based on that
signal, sequenced and ultimately results in MAGs from yet uncultivated microorganisms
(Chapter 2).
FISH is most often used with 16S rRNA specific probes, but can also be used with
probes specific for functional genes – this FISH method is called geneFISH (Moraru
et al., 2010). Here, we wanted to turn around the pipeline described above and use
geneFISH signals for sorting cells that harbor genes of a specific function. That way, a
gene of known function, e.g. annotated from metagenomics or metaproteomics, can be
linked to the identity when the 16S rRNA from sorted cells is amplified and sequenced.
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This combination of geneFISH and FACS could be used with phylogenetic markers of
various taxonomic specificity due to the fact that genes can be more or less conserved
and the designed geneFISH probes consequently target at different taxonomic levels.
Comparable to 16S rRNA genes, the nitrogenase (nifH) gene is also highly conserved
and can be used for phylogenetic analysis of N2 fixing microorganisms (Zehr et al.,
2003). The resulting phylogenetic tree is not identical to the 16S rRNA phylogeny and
the link between these two phylogenies is often missing. Unlike the 16S rRNA, nifH
provides functional information and sorting cells based on nifH gene signals would allow
selection specifically for potential nitrogen fixing microorganisms from the environment.
Using less conserved genes could even result in sub-species or strain specific geneFISH
probes. One example is the diversity of carbohydrate active enzymes (CAZymes) during
phytoplankton blooms (Teeling et al., 2016). This diversity is known from metagenomic
and metatranscriptomic studies, but the link to species identity is not always given.
Targeting a very specific gene sequence of the found CAZymes could be used to identify
the gene carrying organism.
GeneFISH was first described by Moraru et al. (2010) and further developed by Barrero-
Canosa et al. (2017) to direct-geneFISH (dgF) which is the protocol we used in this study.
The protocol by Moraru et al. (2010) was based on polynucleotide probes labeled with
digoxigenins to which antibodies bind, that are conjugated with horseradish peroxidase.
This enzyme is also used in catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH and amplifies
the signal by a deposition of fluorescently labeled tyramides in the cell. The protocol
by Barrero-Canosa et al. (2017) on the other hand uses multiple directly fluorescently
labeled probes that all target consecutive sequences of the same gene. GeneFISH was
developed to visualize specific genes in environmental samples and if used in combination
with 16S rRNA probes, the function of that gene can be linked to the identity of the
gene-carrying organism.
A strong cell fixation, usually with formaldehyde, is needed for geneFISH to sustain the
denaturation step at 85°C that is necessary to denature the double stranded DNA and
enable the probe to bind to a single DNA strand. In dgF, double stranded polynucleotide
probes are used that are complementary to the target gene. These probes are created by
designing PCR-primers for the gene sequences of interest and PCR-amplification with
DNA template material. So far, only pure cultures that harbor the gene of interest
were used as template for PCR and not yet environmental samples. The resulting PCR
products are subsequently labeled with a commercial labeling kit that is based on a stable
attachment of a platinum dye complex with the N7 position of guanine (ULYSISTM
labeling kit, Thermofisher). Formaldehyde fixation is not compatible with downstream
genome sequencing (Clingenpeel et al., 2014), but amplification and sequencing of the
16S rRNA gene is possible (e.g. Kalyuzhnaya et al. (2006), Miyauchi et al. (2007),
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Sekar et al. (2004). With the assumption that we already have genomic information,
if we were able to design a gene specific probe, our only goal is to obtain 16S rRNA
identity information from the sorted cells, so formaldehyde fixation can be used.
In this study. we wanted to proof that geneFISH signals are in principle detectable by
a flow cytometer. To do so, we started with an Escherichia coli clone that harbored
multiple copies of plasmids carrying the target gene and compared the signals to 16S
rRNA FISH.
4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Samples
As target organism we used a clone of E. coli strain Transformax EPI300 (Epicentre,
Madison, Wisconsin) carrying the plasmid pCC1 (Epicentre, Madison, Wisconsin) with
a gene of unknown function (unk) from phage PSA-HP1 (Allers et al., 2013). We used
a high-copy clone that contained approximately 10-31 copies of the plasmid (Barrero-
Canosa et al., 2017). The E. coli culture was fixed with 2% formaldehyde (1 h room
temperature) and filtered on 0.2 µm polycarbonate filters.
4.3.2 Fluorescence in situ hybridization
FISH with 4x labeled oligonucleotide probes with 16S rRNA probes was done according
to Fuchs et al. (2007). Direct-geneFISH was done according to Barrero-Canosa et al.
(2017).
Three different hybridizations were performed to compare the fluorescence of geneFISH
signals to 16S rRNA FISH signals and a control (Table 4.1). (i) For geneFISH hy-
bridization, we used 10 out of 12 probes described in (Allers et al., 2013), excluding
probes that could not be amplified by PCR. The double stranded DNA polynucleotide
probes were synthesized by PCR and labeled with Alexa488 fluorochromes using the
Ulysis Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit (Invitrogen, Waltham, USA) as described in Barrero-
Canosa et al. (2017). The labeling efficiency was between 3 and 7 fluorescence labels
per probe (Table S4.1). For 16S rRNA detection we used the EUB388 probe (Amann et
al. 1990), labeled 4x with Abberior STAR RED. (ii) For the 16S rRNA control, E.coli
cells were hybridized with EUB388 probe, labeled 4x with Alexa488. (iii) For the nega-
tive control, no dgF probes were added to the hybridization mixture, but only the 16S
rRNA probe labeled 4x with Abberior STAR RED. The negative control has thus no
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green fluorescence label. All treatments were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI).
Table 4.1: Fluorescent dyes used for the three different hybridization setups with the emission
colour in brackets.
Direct geneFISH label 16S rRNA FISH label DNA stain
(i) Direct geneFISH (dgF) Alexa 488 (green) Abberior STAR RED (red) DAPI (blue)
(ii) 16S rRNA control - Alexa488 (green) DAPI (blue)
(iii) Negative control - Abberior STAR RED (red) DAPI (blue)
4.3.3 Microscopy
E. coli cells from the (i) dgF hybridization were imaged by super-resolution structured
illumination microscopy (SIM). The images were made with a Zeiss ELYRA PS.1 (Carl
Zeiss, Germany) system coupled with an iXON897 EM-CCD camera and a 63x plan
apochromatic oil immersion objective. A 405 nm excitation laser (50 mW) with a BP420-
480 beam splitter was used for DAPI detection (DNA signal), a 488 nm laser (100 mW)
with a BP495-575 beam splitter for Alexa488 detection (dgF signal) and a 642 nm laser
(150 mW) with a LP655 beam splitter for STAR RED detection (16S rRNA signal).
4.3.4 Flow cytometry
For analysis in the flow cytometer cells were washed off the filter by 15 min vortexing at
4°C in 1.5 ml buffer (Sekar et al., 2004). The filter pieces were removed and the cells in
suspension were stained with DAPI, 1-2 µg ml−1 final concentration, prior to analysis in
the flow cytometer. The flow cytometer was a BD InfluxTM system (BC Biosciences, San
Jose, USA), running with the BD FACSTM Sortware v.1.2, equipped with a 86 µm nozzle,
a 488 nm laser (200 mW) and a 355 nm laser (100 mW) (Coherent, Dieburg, Germany).
The green fluorescence (Alexa488; 530/40 nm band-pass filter) and blue fluorescence
(DAPI; 450/60 nm band-pass filter) could be detected in the flow cytometer; the far
red fluorescence (STAR RED) was only for microscopic observation. Multifluorescent
beads (1 µm, Fluoresbrite®, Polyscience Inc.) were used for optical alignment of the
flow cytometer. Analysis of Sortware output files was done with FlowJo® v10 software
(FlowJo, LLC).
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4.4 Results and discussion
Microscopic observation confirmed successful hybridization of the dgF probes to the
target organism E. coli (Figure 4.1). Images of E. coli hybridized with the dgF unk
probe, 16S rRNA probe and DAPI staining showed the localization of all three signals
within the cell. The rRNA signals are located more to the cell borders whereas the DNA
staining is more centralized. The dgF signals are co-localized with the DNA stain.
Figure 4.1: Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) image of E. coli cells hybridized with a 16S
rRNA FISH probe (red, Abberior STAR RED) and a set of direct geneFISH probes targeting
unk genes (green, Alexa488) and stained with DAPI (blue). (A) DAPI and direct geneFISH
signals (B) 16S rRNA signals (C) all signals merged.
The flow cytometer detected only the green and blue fluorescences. The green fluores-
cence signals derived from different probes - either the geneFISH probe (direct geneFISH
hybridization), the 16S rRNA FISH probe (16S rRNA control) or no probe (negative
control). The DAPI staining was the same for all samples and showed a similar signal in-
tensity for all three samples (Figure 4.2A). The signal intensity of the green fluorescence
was highest for the 16S rRNA control hybridization, followed by the dgF hybridization
and the lowest signal intensity was detected for the negative control (Figure 4.2). The
signals of the negative control were probably originating from autofluorescence of the
used E. coli, which is dependent on the bacterial strain (Yang et al., 2012), as the nega-
tive control was not hybridized with any green fluorescence probe. The signals from the
dgF hybridization were clearly distinguishable from these negative control signals.
This demonstrated that it is possible to detect dgF signals in the flow cytometer and mi-
croorganisms targeted with dgF probes could have been sorted. To sort microorganisms
from the environment based on dgF signals, some optimization will probably still need
to be done. The used E. coli strain contained multiple copies (approximately 10-31) of
the targeted gene, whereas environmental samples usually contain only a single or very
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of green fluorescence intensity of E. coli cells hybridized with (i) dgF
probe labeled with Alexa488 (red plot), (ii) 16S rRNA probe labeled with 4x Alexa488 (orange
plot) and (iii) no probe (negative control, blue plot). All cells have been stained with DAPI
(blue fluorescence). The histograms indicate the amount of signals with the respective signal
intensity. (A) Blue fluorescence (DAPI) vs. green fluorescence (Alexa488). (B) Forward scatter
vs. green fluorescence (Alexa488).
few copies of a gene, if the gene is not located on a plasmid. Compared to microscopy,
the flow cytometer is less sensitive (Shapiro, 2003) and cannot always distinguish be-
tween cells and unspecific staining or autofluorescence (Muratori et al., 2008). With
the used set of 10 dgF probes, about 54 fluorochrome labels were hybridized per gene
copy. Multiplied by the estimated plasmid copy number (10-31), the total number of
fluorochromes in each E. coli cell was in the range of 540-1674 labels. Even with the
assumption that the hybridization efficiency is not 100%, the total number of labels per
cell is probably several hundreds. A single copy gene, labeled with 54 fluorochromes,
is sufficient for microscopic detection. At least 40 fluorochromes are necessary for mi-
croscopic detection, but this is also dependent on the fluorochromes used (L. Zeugner,
personal communication). To detect a single copy gene by flow cytometry, at least 100
labels would be necessary with low background (Zola, 2004). In particular in the envi-
ronment, the dgF signals would probably need to be brighter to be detectable against
the background noise.
To increase the dgF signal for environmental samples, we aimed at combining the princi-
ple of hybridization chain reaction (HCR)-FISH (Yamaguchi et al., 2015a) with dgF. In
HCR-FISH, two fluorescently labeled oligonucleotides bind alternating to each other in a
chain reaction after first binding to an initiator sequence which is attached to the HCR-
FISH probe. This creates a linear signal amplificiation. To combine the two methods, we
added the initiator sequence to the primers used for generating dgF probes by PCR and
hybridized the labeled probes to the target organism with the described dgF protocol.
Subsequently, the H1 and H2 amplifiers from HCR-FISH were added in an amplification
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step. Unfortunately, we did not obtain dgF signals. One reason could be that the probes
did not hybridize to the targeted DNA, because of the initiator sequences that are not
complementary to the target DNA and are a steric obstacle. Another reason could be
that the probes hybridized successfully to the target DNA, but the initiator sequences
might have rather bound to each other than to the H1 and H2 oligonucleotides and
the latter were removed during the washing step. This would have been caused by the
PCR step done to create the dgF probes. Due to that step, the initiator sequences are
complementary to each other and the H1 and H2 oligonucleotides are added under less
stringent conditions so that the DNA is supposedly in double stranded conformation
and H1 and H2 cannot access the initiator sequence.
Adding the initiator sequence single stranded to the probe, either prior or after the
hybridization, would prevent the initiators attaching to each other as they would not be
complementary. The “click chemistry” (Kolb et al., 2001) has been used for several gene
visualization protocols, for example by Ishizuka et al. (2016) to visualize chromosomal
DNA. The most prominent click reaction is based on alkyne-bearing deoxynucleotides
via the copper-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition (CuAAC) reaction. Hesse et al.
(2016) have developed a protocol to fluorescently label single or double stranded DNA
probes using this reaction. Hereby, alkyne-bearing deoxynucleotides are incorporated
into the probe strand, e.g. by PCR, and fluorochrome-labeled azides are covalently
linked in a second step. Using fluorochrome labeled azides results in multiple labels per
probe, comparable to the Ulysis labeling kit used for dgF, but no signal amplification
step is involved. Adding multiple initiator sequences to the probes in combination with
the linear amplification of HCR-FISH could improve the signal intensity sufficiently for
detection within environmental samples. To “click” HCR-FISH initiator sequences to
the DNA probe, the initiator, instead of a fluorochrome, would need to be conjugated
to the azide, e.g. by NHS ester chemistry (Youtsey, 2019).
The initiator sequence could also be attached to antibodies (e.g. Gong et al. (2016) or
Thunder-Link® PLUS Oligo Conjugation System, Expedeon Ltd) which can then attach
to a probe that is labeled with digoxigenin similar to the original geneFISH protocol by
Moraru et al. (2010). Simply using this original protocol could also be a solution for
sufficient signal intensity as it should be brighter than the directly labeled probes from
dgF due to the enzymatic signal amplification step. The original protocol was replaced
by dgF due to the capability of dgF to visualize subcellular structures (Barrero-Canosa
et al., 2017), but this is not needed for cell sorting. The radical reaction involved in the
CARD step impairs the DNA quality additionally to the formaldehyde fixation (Keller
& Pollard, 1977) which might impede 16S rRNA amplification, but other studies have
shown that 16S rRNA amplification is possible from formaldehyde fixed cells (e.g. Fuchs
et al. (2005), Kalyuzhnaya et al. (2006), Miyauchi et al. (2007), Sekar et al. (2004)).
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A different field of study, where the limitation of only few gene copies per organism
does not apply to, is virology. Usually, multiple copies of virus genes are present in a
bacterial cell after infection and provide more targeting sites for a FISH probe. Viruses
play an important role in the environment, e.g. in the termination of secondary blooms
of heterotrophic bacteria after phytoplankton blooms or in the carbon cycle as viral
shunt (Buchan et al., 2014, Proctor & Fuhrman, 1991, Suttle, 2007), but their field of
study is much younger than the study of bacteria. Bacteriophages, viruses that have
bacterial hosts, can be visualized by PhageFISH (Barrero-Canosa & Moraru, 2019).
The analysis and sorting of bacterial cells targeted with a combination of PhageFISH
and dgF, called direct-PhageFISH, with flow cytometry was very recently proven to
be possible by Brüwer et al. (2019). They were able to trace the infection cycle of
a Psychromonas arctica phage by microscopy and sort infected cells based on their
direct-PhageFISH signal. PhageFISH and direct-PhageFISH have until now only been
applied to pure cultures, but when transferred to the environment, they could enable
the investigation of host ranges of specific phages. The use of PhageFISH has thereby
the advantage that a specific phage can be targeted in a culture-independent way, unlike
other virus staining methods that are based on unspecific staining of isolated viruses,
e.g. SYBR gold (Deng et al., 2012).
Critical for flow cytometric analyses and sorting is the signal-to-background ratio. The
application on virus sorting by Brüwer and co-workers demonstrated the possibility
of distinguishing infected cells from uninfected. However, the signals were close to the
background and in an environmental sample probably not distinguishable from the back-
ground. The focus should thus be on the increase of signal intensity, e.g. by using the
original geneFISH protocol (Moraru et al. 2010) or adopt other signal intensity ampli-
fication mechanisms like the ones discussed above. These would possibly enable sorting
virus infected cells from environmental samples or even detecting specific bacterial genes
in a qualitative, but probably not quantitative way. The detection will also be influ-
enced by the abundance of the targeted genes or viruses. This includes the infection
cycle, sampling time and might be possible only for the cells with higher abundances.
4.5 Conclusion
This proof of concept study showed that it is possible to detect direct geneFISH signals by
flow cytometry. For detection in environmental samples, some optimization to increase
the signal intensity of geneFISH needs to be done. Application on phage hosts systems
in the environment is likely possible in the near future as studies have shown that the
detection of phageFISH, which is comparable to geneFISH, is possible.
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4.7 Supplementary material
4.7.1 Supplementary tables
Table S4.1: Labeling efficiency of UNK probes, targeting the unk gene on plasmid pCC1 in
E. coli.
Direct geneFISH probe Probe size (bp) Dyes per probe
UNK PR1 Alexa488 300 6
UNK PR3 Alexa488 300 6
UNK PR4 Alexa488 300 6
UNK PR5 Alexa488 300 6
UNK PR6 Alexa488 300 5
UNK PR7 Alexa488 300 5
UNK PR8 Alexa488 300 6
UNK PR10 Alexa488 300 4
UNK PR12 Alexa488 300 3
UNK PR13 Alexa488 300 7
Sum 3000 54
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Chapter 5
Discussion and outlook
The main topic of this thesis was the development of a pipeline for the characterization
of uncultivated microorganisms, which complements existing methods such as metage-
nomics and single cell genomics (SCG). Our approach was to enrich cells of a specific
clade based on 16S rRNA specific HCR-FISH signals by flow cytometry and subsequently
sequence the amplified DNA. The idea behind was the creation of mini-metagenomes
with decreased diversity for improved genome assembly compared to metagenomics and
an increased DNA input compared to a single cell in SCG. Additionally, it is a targeted
approach that would decrease the sequencing effort and could potentially enable the
genome assembly of rare species. Within the work described in this thesis, the pipeline
was developed and successfully applied to an environmental sample, resulting in the sub-
sequent description of a novel candidate genus. Over the course of this thesis, improved
assembly and binning methods became constantly available and other mini-metagenomic
methods have been published. I will discuss these developments in comparison to our
pipeline, outlining its advantages and limitations.
5.1 Mini-MAGs - in between MAGs and SAGs
High quality MAGs can be assembled and binned from metagenomic samples. The first
critical step in this process is the assembly. This often fails, if the samples are too
complex (Vollmers et al., 2017). Mini-metagenomic approaches facilitate the assembly
process by decreasing the diversity within a sample. Our developed pipeline decreases
the diversity in a targeted manner based on a 16S rRNA level cell identification. During
the development of the targeted FISH&FACS pipeline, the bioinformatic pipelines have
evolved at equal pace. The threshold of how complex a sample can be for accurate
assembly and subsequent binning has been shifted by new programs. Vollmers et al.
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(2017) showed that best assemblies were achieved with assemblers using multiple k-mer
based approaches. One of these assemblers is metaSPAdes that can by now also be
applied on large datasets such as metagenomes due to its reduced memory consumption
(Nurk et al., 2017). It was published only in 2017 and was used for the assemblies
of our metagenomes and mini-metagenomes. We found that our Vis6-MAG retrieved
from the whole community shotgun metagenome and the most complete Vis6-mini-MAG
retrieved from the sorted mini-metagenome in Chapter 2 were of similar good quality,
both reaching >85% completeness and <5% contamination. In this example, the mini-
metagenomic pipeline could not improve the assembly quality in comparison to the bulk
metagenome. However, the reason could be that this planktonic seawater sample was of
comparably low complexity. For the ecosystem off the coast of Helgoland, it was shown
that species diversity in September, when the sample was taken, was generally lower
than for example in winter (Chafee et al., 2018). Additionally, the analyzed Vis6-clade
was not particularly rare at the time of sampling (4%). Both factors likely improved
assembly from the bulk metagenome.
In terms of cellular input, mini-metagenomics is located between SCG and metage-
nomics. It is based on a general reduction of diversity within a metagenomic sample,
but it still uses multiple up to several hundreds of cells and not a single cell as source ma-
terial for amplification and sequencing. Generally, the application of mini-metagenomic
approaches is in particular of interest for low abundance species or complex microbial
communities. The lower the abundance of an organism is, the more challenging is the
genome assembly. The problem is either that assembly fails due to low read numbers
(metagenomics) or because a species simply does not show up in the dataset by chance
(SCG). Therefore, to retrieve low abundance species, a high sequencing effort is needed
for metagenomics or many cells need to be sequenced for SCG. The latter often results
in incomplete genomes (Clingenpeel et al., 2015, Rinke et al., 2013). Generally, mini-
metagenomics can be untargeted, based on random cell selection, or targeted, selecting
cells based on specific properties or markers.
Untargeted mini-metagenomics select cells randomly to reduce the diversity in a sample
and increase the likelihood that the genomes of rare organisms are assembled. McLean
et al. (2013) used 100 cells as MDA input, resulting in a nearly complete genome (∼90%)
of an uncultivated species of the candidate TM6 phylum. Yu et al. (2017a) used batches
of 5-10 cells as MDA input which resulted in higher median sequencing coverage com-
pared to single cell inputs. This pipeline was also used by Berghuis et al. (2019), enabling
the description of a novel archaeal methanogenesis pathway and two candidate orders.
Schulz et al. (2018) used untargeted FACS (with SYBR Green staining) to sort 100 soil
particles for MDA and sequencing and obtained significantly more giant virus MAGs
compared to the bulk metagenome. Ji et al. (2017) used flow cytometric cell sorting
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to create sub-samples by selecting cells based on different cell sizes (estimated by for-
ward scatter) and fluorescence properties from general DNA staining. By combining
contigs from the sorted assemblies and from the whole community metagenome, they
were able to retrieve genomes from species that were of low abundance in the whole com-
munity metagenome. Jing et al. (2018) also combined incomplete genomes originating
from 30 cells, which were sorted based on 13C incorporation, with a deeply sequenced
metagenome. They were able to reconstruct nearly complete genomes of Pelagibacter
spp. and Synechococcus spp. (100% completeness estimation by checkM). A targeted
mini-metagenomic approach was applied by Podar et al. (2007) who sorted 1-100 cells
based on 16S rRNA identity which resulted in genomes of ∼20% completeness. The
described studies enabled the retrieval of genomes from low abundance organisms. An
untargeted approach is thereby sensible for the analysis of so far unknown samples. The
16S rRNA FISH based sorting approach that we have used is valuable if the identity
(16S rRNA) is already known like for the Ca. Abditibacter in Chapter 3.
The mentioned mini-metagenomic studies have in common that MDA is used to amplify
the little amount of DNA for sequencing. With 500 sorted cells, we used a higher cellular
input for MDA than the mini-metagenomic approaches described above. However, the
diversity within the sorted samples was especially low due to the 16S rRNA specific
sorting. The targeted mini-metagenomic approach that we used generally allows the
reduction of diversity within a sample down to genus or species level, depending on the
FISH probe used. We retrieved mini-MAGs with similar quality as shotgun metagenome
MAGs (>85% completeness) and confirmed with our study that increased MDA input
results in higher quality of assembled genomes (Bergen et al., 2005, Binga et al., 2008).
To avoid the MDA amplification bias completely, larger numbers of cells (>100,000)
could be sorted and sequenced without additional amplification. The high throughput
of flow cytometry (up to 200,000 events per second) allows the sorting of large amounts in
a reasonable amount of time, if the target is sufficiently often detected. During the work
on Chapter 2, we sorted 100,000 cells targeted by the Vis6-814 probe, but sequencing
was unsuccessful. This showed that the sorting of larger amounts from a 4% relative
abundance population is feasible at the expense of fewer replicates, but I would assume
that sorting these large amounts of populations <1% is not recommendable due to long
sorting times up to several hours.
For the candidate species descriptions in Chapter 3, one candidate species was described
mainly based on the mini-metagenomes, and two candidate species were described based
on MAGs from whole community shotgun metagenomes. These MAGs retrieved from
the Helgoland time series (Teeling et al., 2012, 2016) were of high completeness, up to
98.8%. The used binning method, low diversity of the sample and high abundance of
the Ca. Abditibacter (Vis6) species, most likely contributed to this high quality. The
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sampling of a time series enables the binning program (Anvi’o with CONCOCT) to use
the differential coverage information from multiple metagenomes with similar phyloge-
nies but different abundances (Alneberg et al., 2014). Due to the uneven amplification
bias of MDA, this coverage information should basically not be used for binning of the
mini-metagenomes, but the principle can still be applied. Yu et al. (2017a) split their
sample in random sub-samples and delimited the coverage depth for MDA amplified
sequences, using presence-absence information rather than a quantitative read abun-
dance. This is comparable to the manual binning done in our pipeline, where we only
considered whether reads were recruited from all replicates or not, and not how many.
Using this information in combination with sequence identity resulted in more MAGs of
higher quality than the automated binning approach based on sequence identity alone.
The second point probably contributing to the high quality of the Helgoland time series
MAGs is that the microbial communities in surface seawater samples from the North
Sea are less complex than from other locations such as sediment (Lozupone & Knight,
2007, Zinger et al., 2011). The complexity of the microbial communities off the coast
of Helgoland is in particular reduced in spring, when the metagenomes were sampled
(Chafee et al., 2018). This low complexity has probably facilitated assembly and binning
quality of the spring metagenomes analyzed in Chapter 3.
The FISH&FACS approach enables replication by sorting multiple batches of the same
target cells. This sample replication is an advantage over single metagenomes and also
over untargeted single cell genomics. Assembly and annotation of identical information
from replicates can confirm validity of the results. Our mini-MAG replicates in Chapter 2
were >99% identical on genome level and their annotated genes were identical on a
functional level. Prediction of gene clusters like PULs benefit from these replicates as
chances increase to find all genes of an operon on one contig.
These replicates from the same targeted group can also be combined to a consensus as-
sembly. Incomplete SAGs with >95% similarity (ANI), representing one species, can for
example be combined to population genomes in order to reconstruct complete genomes
(Rinke et al., 2013). This principle to complete a genome was also tested during the
work on the described pipeline in Chapter 2. We pooled all the reads from the repli-
cate Ca. Abditibacter bins and did a re-assembly to improve the MAG qualities. This
was done separately for ethanol and unfixed samples and we noticed that the quality
of population-MAGs was not improved for the ethanol fixed samples that had higher
quality mini-MAGs from the beginning (79% completeness on average), but the unfixed
samples increased in completeness from 54% to 88% with a slight increase in contami-
nation (still <5%). This principle could be used for more fragmented assemblies from
lower abundance sorts in the future.
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However, these population genomes possibly mask strain heterogeneity. Even closely
related strains, belonging to the same species, can have differences in their genome
contents. This was for example shown for Prochlorococcus cells by analyzing SAGs of
the same species (Kashtan et al., 2014). This study revealed hundreds of subpopulations
with core genes, shared by all, and flexible genes, only present in a few genomes. The
assembly and binning algorithms of metagenomics would collapse these differences into
one consensus MAG (e.g. Iverson et al. (2012), Stepanauskas (2012)), which also happens
when combining SAGs to the described population genomes. Generally, SCG has the
ability to resolve that strain heterogeneity and detect rare genetic variants, but several
cells of the same species need to be sequenced. Using untargeted cell separation, this
becomes more challenging with decreasing abundance of the target organism as the
sorting relies on chance. With a targeted sorting approach, multiple single cells of
the same species can easily be sorted and sequenced. This decreases the sequencing
costs (Gawad et al., 2016) and strain heterogeneity might still be detectable. Using
our pipeline with 500 pooled cells, strain heterogeneity can possibly be detected. We
found more ortholog groups in the sorted mini-MAGs compared to the bulk metagenome
MAG (Chapter 2). However, we compared ten mini-MAGS with one MAG from a bulk
metagenome and the replication could have increased the likelihood for rare genes to
show up in the dataset.
Metagenomics allow the full reconstruction of dominant genomes by bulk metagenome
sequencing (Hugenholtz & Tyson, 2008), but rare populations need deeper sequencing
(Tringe et al., 2005). In particular in high diversity samples such as soil even deep
sequencing does not always result in high read coverages (Howe et al., 2014) and the
assembly of these high diversity samples can still be a challenge despite the development
of improved assembly methods. The ultimate goal of the targeted mini-metagenomics
pipeline is the genome characterization of the rare biosphere (<1% abundance). Snaidr
et al. (1999) already sorted populations of 0.01% relative abundance from an activated
sludge sample by first enriching a population. Podar et al. (2007) sorted populations
of 0.02% abundance (estimated by flow cytometry), but the final assembled genomes
were incomplete (∼20%) and sort batches of >100 cells contained multiple strains of
the targeted organism and also non-target organisms. These studies showed that the
detection of rare populations is in principle possible, but it becomes more challenging
for small cells with low ribosome content or highly diverse samples. Exceptionally small
or large cells can for example be distinguished by their light scatter (Wallner et al.,
1997) or by the fluorescence intensity of DNA staining, which is correlating to high
or low ribosome content (Fuchs et al., 2005). The bacterial genus Ca. Abditibater,
which we targeted with the Vis6-814/871 probes, was quite abundant (4%) and therefore
well detectable against the background signals. Recognizing the single events of rare
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populations in the flow cytometry scatter plots can be more diffucult. For detection of
the Ca. Abditibacter population, we have used both a positive and negative control. The
positive control, hybridized with the CF319a probe, targeting Bacteroidetes including
Ca. Abditibacter, indicated the signal intensity that could be expected for HCR-FISH
hybridized cells. The negative control, hybridized with a non-binding probe, was used to
exclude the background signals. If the FISH-positive signals cannot be clearly recognized
due to rare signals, the sorting stringency can be lowered, accepting non-target cells to
be sorted. These can subsequently be removed in a second, higher purity sorting step
(e.g. Wallner et al. (1997), Yilmaz et al. (2010)) or after sequencing by metagenomic
binning programs.
5.2 Detection efficiency and sensitivity
A critical step in our targeted FISH&FACS approach is the achievement of a FISH
signal detectable in the flow cytometer. This detection is ultimately dependent on the
signal to noise ratio and this is in turn influenced by the FISH method and cell fixation.
For the development of the FISH&FACS pipeline, a FISH method was needed that
could be used on unfixed cells and would not further impair the DNA like CARD-FISH
does (Clingenpeel et al., 2014). HCR-FISH provided that compromise between signal
intensity and suitability with downstream genome sequencing.
Most FISH methods are optimized for microscopy, but signals that are bright enough
for microscopy are not necessarily detectable by flow cytometry. The question whether
a microscope or a flow cytometer is more sensitive is difficult to answer as it depends
on many parameters. The sensitivity of flow cytometers is generally higher than of for
example confocal microscopes, but not higher than standard microscopes (Basiji et al.,
2007). Microscopy has the advantage that it integrates the fluorescence over time which
is not possible for flow cytometers where the detection time is defined by the residence
time of a particle in the stream passing the laser and this is usually in the range of a few
µs (Piyasena & Graves, 2014). The detection efficiency of flow cytometers is dependent
on the laser power, the detectors and the efficiency of the optics that are used (Hoffman &
Wood, 2007). Flow cytometric sensitivity can be expressed as Molecules of Equivalent
Soluble Fluorochrome (MESF) (Schwartz et al., 2004), which describes the minimum
number of fluorochrome molecules that is detectable.
A MESF of 125 is specified for the BD InfluxTM flow cytometer that was used in our
studies. It was already optimized towards high sensitivity and equipped with a small par-
ticle option and an octagon detector to improve detection sensitivity. The small particle
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option uses pinholes to prevent stray light from saturating the forward scatter photomul-
tiplier tube. Particles as small as 200 nm can be detected (BD-Biosciences, 2014). The
emitted fluorescence is split into different colours by dichroic mirrors. Thereby, more
signal is lost if the light passes through the filter compared to being reflected (Picot
et al., 2012). Octagon detectors optimize the detection sensitivity by reflecting the light
to subsequent detectors instead of passing the light through the filter.
However, not only the absolute sensitivity, but mainly the signal to noise ratio is deter-
mining detection efficiency. The background fluorescence should always be considered as
it can increase the MESF about 3-fold (e.g. from 285 to 826; Steen (1992)) and can even
mask signals of high fluorescence (Shapiro 2003). Background fluorescence originates
for example from particles, free fluorochromes or spectral spillover (Hoffman & Wood,
2007). The flow cytometer converts the detected photons to a pulse height signal and
ultimately to a digital number that is displayed as a histogram or dot plot. Information
about morphological and subcellular details are lost in this process. Microscopy and
imaging flow cytometry can detect them, but are often not compatible with cell sorting
(Han et al. 2016) or at the expense of throughput (∼100 events per second compared to
200,000 events per second for the BD Influx machine) (Nitta et al., 2018).
A high FISH signal increases the signal to noise ratio and the number of fluorochromes
necessary for detection can be estimated. For microscopy, the minimum of mono-labelled
FISH probes that need to be hybridized in order to be detectable was estimated to 370
±45 with low background and 1400 ±170 with high background (Hoshino et al., 2008).
Consequently, 130 hybridized probes of 4x labelled FISH probes are needed for detection
and this was also shown to be sufficiently bright for flow cytometric detection (Schimak
et al., 2016). The E. coli strain with multiple plasmids targeted with geneFISH in Chap-
ter 4 was detectable with estimated 500-1600 fluorochromes bound to the target in total.
A single gene copy, targeted with a probe set containing 54 fluorochromes, is unlikely to
be detectable by flow cytometry with the current settings, even though these are already
optimized for sensitivity. With the consideration of changing the fluorochromes or test-
ing FISH modifications as described in Chapter 4, geneFISH detection in environmental
samples by flow cytometry could become possible in the future.
For optimal signal detection by flow cytometry, a low background noise is crucial. Cell
debris and lysed cells increase the background noise and preserving intact cell mor-
phology is thus desirable. We have seen that this preservation is in principle better
accomplished with formaldehyde fixation than with ethanol or without fixation. This
resulted also in brighter FISH signals. However, a subsequent genome amplification and
sequencing was shown to be basically impossible with formaldehyde (Clingenpeel et al.
(2014), Chapter 2). We have shown that ethanol was the best fixation method for a
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pipeline including FISH and genome sequencing with both a good signal intensity and
a good genome assembly quality (Chapter 2).
During the HCR-FISH&FACS pipeline development, we have also tested fixation with
Lugol’s solution. This resulted in HCR-FISH signals sufficient for sorting of the tested
isolates and in good genome assembly quality after sequencing (Chapter 2). The in-
fluence of fixation with Lugol’s solution in comparison to ethanol fixation and unfixed
samples was additionally analyzed using seawater samples hybridized with a Gammapro-
teobacteria-specific HCR-FISH probe (Figure 5.1). This experiment demonstrated that
fixation with Lugol’s solution can be comparable to ethanol fixation and unfixed sam-
ples in terms of HCR-FISH signal intensity. Lugol’s solution might be an alternative
fixative for some organisms and has been used mainly on ciliates so far. Studies showed
that Lugol’s fixation allows more accurate counting and better preservation of ciliates
(Karayanni et al., 2004, Modigh & Castaldo, 2005). Adopting the developed pipeline to
ciliate samples is therefore realistic, as we did not notice severe DNA damages based on
assembly analyses (Chapter 2).
Figure 5.1: Fluorescence signal intensity (relative units, median) of planktonic seawater samples
hybridized with a Gammaproteobacteria-specific HCR-FISH probe (Gam42a; Manz et al. (1992)),
measured by flow cytometry. The seawater sample was either fixed with ethanol, Lugol’s solution
or not fixed. HCR-FISH was done with 30 min denaturation at 55°C or 65°C.
The experiment shown in Figure 5.1 further shows an increase in signal intensity with
higher denaturation temperature in the HCR-FISH protocol. This confirms our observa-
tions on isolates in Chapter 2 for environmental samples. Both the E. coli isolate, which
is a member of the Gammaproteobacteria, in Chapter 2 and the Gammaproteobacteria
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in the described experiment, showed high HCR-FISH signal intensities for almost all
tested fixatives and also without fixation. This suggests that some species might not
need cell fixation after all, e.g. cells with a stable cell wall. In general, it is advisable
to process samples as early as possible, as long term storage leads to cell loss for both
fixed and unfixed samples (Kamiya et al., 2007), which will further complicate retrieval
of low abundance microorganisms. We have observed in our experiments that a reduced
number of intact cells was detected for unfixed samples compared to samples fixed with
ethanol, Lugol’s solution or formaldehyde.
For experiments like sorting cells based on a geneFISH label, a fixation with formalde-
hyde is advisable despite the incompatibility with genome sequencing. A function-
targeted geneFISH&FACS approach, such as described in Chapter 4, requires formalde-
hyde fixation for geneFISH hybridization. The 85°C denaturation would otherwise dis-
rupt unfixed or ethanol fixed cells, as we have seen by a decreased HCR-FISH signal
intensity in Chapter 2 (Figure S2.10). In the geneFISH sorting approach, cells are
sorted based on the presence of a specific gene and the taxonomic identity is missing.
The use of formaldehyde in this experimental approach is not an issue as sequencing of
the 16S rRNA gene, as identity marker for taxonomic classification, is possible despite
formaldehyde fixation (e.g. Kalyuzhnaya et al. (2006), Sekar et al. (2004)).
5.3 The potential ecological niche of Candidatus Ab-
ditibacter
The functional capabilities of Bacteroidetes to degrade algal polysaccharides have been
extensively studied in the North Sea and in particular off the coast of Helgoland. These
studies have focused on communities (Klindworth et al., 2014, Lucas et al., 2015, Teeling
et al., 2012, 2016), but also on individual species (Avcı et al., 2017, Mann et al., 2013,
Unfried et al., 2018). The knowledge about the latter is now broadened by the culture-
independent description of candidate species based on MAGs, like in Francis et al. (2019)
and Chapter 3.
Recurrence of Bacteroidetes genera related to spring phytoplankton blooms were ob-
served in the years 2009-2012 as well as recurring CAZyme gene repertoires and PULs
(Kappelmann et al., 2019, Klindworth et al., 2014, Teeling et al., 2012, 2016). These
studies conclude that bacterial community composition is driven by substrate availabil-
ity. Burke et al. (2011) analyzed bacterial compositions of algal colonizers and found
that communities were 70% similar on a functional level, but only 15% similar in terms of
taxonomic species composition. The PULs predicted for Ca. Abditibacter (Chapter 3)
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were mainly for alpha-glucan and laminarin degradation, which were the most prevalent
and found in species of various taxonomic affiliations during the Helgoland time series
(Krüger et al., 2019). The recurrence on functional level, but not necessarily on species
level, shows that multiple species can share similar functions and it is consequently
plausible that Ca. Abditibacter has a similar substrate niche as other Bacteroidetes.
Laminarin, the storage polysaccharide of diatoms, is produced in high concentrations
in the ocean (Alderkamp et al., 2007), is detectable in POM (Becker et al., 2017) and
quickly taken up by Bacteroidetes and Gammaproteobacteria (Reintjes et al., 2017).
Mystkowska et al. (2018) showed a preferential binding of SusD-like proteins, which are
involved in the uptake of polysaccharides, for specific laminarin types. The high struc-
tural diversity of DOM is largely undiscovered (Dittmar & Arnosti, 2018), suggesting the
possibility that the PULs predicted to target the same substrate could actually target
different structures of one polysaccharide, e.g. laminarin. This could explain this seem-
ingly redundancy in degradation capabilities. It is also conceivable that several clades
have similar degradation potentials and which one flourishes could be a stochastic effect
or because of other growth parameters like temperature (Lucas et al., 2015).
The described Ca. Abditibacter belongs to the family Cryomorphaceae which were
found associated with phytoplankton blooms, and more particular with diatom blooms
in other studies (Liu et al., 2013, Needham & Fuhrman, 2016). As we predicted PULs for
laminarin degradation in Ca. Abditibacter, the correlation to diatoms could in principle
apply to the novel species. However, the number of peptidases was higher than the
number of CAZymes, suggesting a lifestyle of combined consumption of proteins and
polysaccharides. This would be comparable to Formosa species that are also among the
abundant responders to phytoplankton blooms (Unfried et al., 2018). A lower number of
CAZymes compared to other species was also noticed for other Cryomorphaceae (Teeling
et al., 2016). The preferential consumption of proteins was reported for free-living
Flavobacteriia (Xing et al., 2015) and the consumption of N-acetylglucosamine, which
was also annotated for Ca. Abditibacter, has been described for Bacteroidetes (Cottrell
& Kirchman, 2000) and more specifically for Cryomorphaceae (Bowman, 2014).
Other free-living Flavobacteriia share the preference for protein consumption, a small
genome and the presence of a proteorhodopsin with Ca. Abditibacter species (Xing
et al., 2015). The role of proteorhodopsin is thereby hypothetical, as some isolates
harboring the gene grew faster with light and some did not (Fuhrman et al., 2008,
González et al., 2008). The gene annotations for gliding motility, which would indicate
a particle associated lifestyle, were incomplete and could be an evolutionary relict and
an example of genome streamlining.
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Genome streamlining might be a reason why Ca. Abditibacter has not yet been isolated.
In particular free-living marine microorganisms often have smaller genomes than culti-
vated isolates (Giovannoni et al., 2014), indicating that species with larger genomes are
more readily cultured, possibly due to a broader substrate spectrum. Culturing media
often do not reflect natural conditions and favour fast-growing species that quickly adapt
to new conditions (Giovannoni & Stingl, 2007). Despite various efforts for cultivation,
many microorganisms remain uncultured (Amann et al., 1995, Hugenholtz, 2002). A re-
cent publication contradicted the paradigm that only 1% of all bacterial species can be
cultured, and stated that the majority of microorganisms found in the environment had
a closely related cultured representative (Martiny, 2019). However, for oceanic samples,
it was also shown that only 35% of the microbial taxa had cultured representatives and
this number was even lower for sediments.
Due to the cultivation bias, culture-independent methods may better describe natural
populations (Rodriguez-R & Konstantinidis, 2014), but these rely on the prediction
of functions. These can be verified with the experimental testing on closely related
strains. However, species of the same genus can occupy different ecological niches, e.g.
Polaribacter spp. (Xing et al., 2015). Functional annotation based on a comparison to
a strain that is closely related on genus level is thus not necessarily reliable. Substrate
specificity of enzymes can also be tested culture-independently. Competent E. coli cells
are thereby transformed with plasmids containing protein encoding genes to express the
respective proteins (e.g. Mystkowska et al. (2018)). The substrate specificities can then
be assessed for example by microarrays (Vidal-Melgosa et al., 2015). The specificities
of the GHs annotated for Ca. Abditibacter for specific laminarin types could be tested
with these methods. This would shed light upon the question if Ca. Abditibacter utilizes
different substrates than other Bacteroidetes.
The ability to degrade laminarin of Ca. Abditibacter is shared by many other Bac-
teroidetes. Two of the three described Ca. Abditibacter species (Ca. A. vernus and Ca.
A. forsetii) were occuring in spring without any evident differences in substrate utiliza-
tion. It is possible that the structural analysis of the available organic matter is not
sufficiently resolved. The enzymes annotated to degrade laminarin could actually target
different varieties of laminarin, and the species harboring the genes would consequently
not compete for the same substrate. Another explanation for the concurrent growth of
the two species with similar degradation potentials could be hidden in the roughly 40%
of predicted genes that could not be annotated for the Ca. Abditibacter species. These
hypothetical proteins could include degradation capabilities for additional substrates
and could possibly indicate a niche differentiation. The basic functional annotations for
the third Ca. Abditibacter species, Ca. A. autumni, were largely similar to the first two
candidate species, but it occurred in autumn instead of spring. 16S rRNA sequences
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affiliated with this candidate species were found closer to the equatorial latitudes, sug-
gesting a preference for warmer waters, compared to the other two candidate species.
The seasonal distribution of Ca. Abditibacter spp. could be due to growth parameters
such as temperature or due to substrate specializations that are not yet resolved with
the current gene annotations.
This shows that both the enzymatic specificity and the structural variability of the sub-
strates need to be further analyzed in order to annotate functional genes more reliably.
Cultivation and cultivation-independent techniques should ideally be complementing
each other. The functional annotation based on sequencing does not make cultiva-
tion efforts redundant for experimental verification of the annotations in the databases.
These annotations could provide information about supplements that specific uncul-
tured bacteria require in their growth medium and therefore enable targeted cultivation
approaches.
5.4 Outlook
We have shown that the developed mini-metagenomic pipeline using HCR-FISH and
FACS, yielded MAGs with a quality comparable to metagenomic MAGs, but with less
sequencing effort due to the targeted enrichment and with the option for replication.
Whereas metagenomics or untargeted mini-metagenomics can well describe population
diversity, I see the advantage of the targeted mini-metagenomic pipeline in the com-
pletion of knowledge gaps remaining from metagenomic analyses. This includes the
targeted retrieval of specific clades like the Vis6 clade, but possibly also the application
to samples with high diversity and to the rare biosphere. This needs to be tested in the
future and in the following I have outlined some ideas that I would assess as promising.
Rare populations (<1%) can likely be targeted by this pipeline, possibly down to 0.01%
of the population. This will be dependent on the background noise, the cell sizes, the
ribosome content and the corresponding signal intensity. The choice of fluorochromes
could be adapted for better detection efficiency. Other studies, described above, have
shown that the lower diversity of a mini-metagenomic sample enables better assemblies
compared to large metagenomes. Rare populations could thus be sorted by FACS in an
enriching manner. This means less stringent sort parameters, accepting contamination
by non-target cells and a subsequent metagenomic binning to remove the non-target
sequences. This approach could possibly be applied on a high diversity ecosystem such
as sediment and could avoid assembly issues of these highly complex samples. It could
also be tested if the combination of the mini-metagenomic contigs with a whole commu-
nity shotgun metagenome improves the genome assemblies, comparable to the MetaSort
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pipeline (Ji et al., 2017). For sediment samples though, the problem will be to detach
the cells from the particles to get them in solution for flow cytometry.
The high throughput of flow cytometry allows sorting of large amounts of cells that
can enable protein extraction. Ongoing studies within the German Research Founda-
tion (DFG) project Proteogenomics Of Marine Polysaccharide Utilization (POMPU;
DFG FOR2406) have shown that 56% of the proteome of Polaribacter and 76% of
the proteome of Gramella forsetii can be recovered by protein extraction of a million
HCR-FISH&FACS sorted cells. Adapting the targeted HCR-FISH&FACS pipeline to
proteomics would provide information about the proteins that are truly expressed in
contrast to the prediction of protein genes that could possibly be expressed. Retrieving
this large number of targeted cells from an environmental sample will be challenging,
but the high throughput of flow cytometry is of advantage. This could ultimately allow
a holistic analysis of a specific clade by using cells of the same targeted population for
several methods, e.g. 16S rRNA sequencing, MDA and genome sequencing, proteome
and possibly also transcriptome analysis.
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